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SUMMARY

This report presents the design and development of a multilevel inverter for DC reticula-
tion. Two main multilevel inverter topologies are introduced and discussed. The research
focusses on the flying capacitor multilevel topology, since it became evident that it is
more suitable for DC reticulation than the diode clamped multilevel topology.

A bootstrap power supply for the gate drive circuits of a multilevel inverter is developed
and its feasibility verified experimentally. A self-starting auxiliary power supply, that
aims at addressing the power supply problem of DC to AC and DC to DC converters, is
designed and its functionality demonstrated on a flying capacitor multilevel inverter. An
FPGA based digital controller for implementing the inverter's control algorithms is also
discussed. This controller incorporates a feed-forward output voltage regulation tech-
nique.

Experimental results obtained with the four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter, us-
ing the FPGA based digital controller and the self-starting auxiliary power supply, are
presented in this report.
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OPSOMMING

In hierdie verslag word die ontwerp en ontwikkelling van 'n multivlak omsetter vir GS
retikulasie bespreek. Twee hoof multivlak omsetter topologië word voorgestel en be-
spreek. Die navorsing fokus op die "vlieënde-kapasitor" multivlak topologië omdat dit
duidelik geword het dat dit 'n beter opsie is vir die GS retikulasie as die diode-klamp
multivlak topologië.

'n Kragbron vir die hekaandryfbane van die multivlak omsetter is ontwikkel en die werk-
ing daarvan is met experimentele toetse bevestig. 'n Self-begin kragbron, wat die prob-
leem van die kragtoevoer aan die GS na WS en die GS na GS omsetters aanspreek, is
ontwerp en die funksionaliteit is gedemonstreer met die "vlieënde-kapasitor" multivlak

. omsetter. 'n Digitale beheerder, gebaseer op 'n FPGA, wat gebruik word om die omsetter
se beheer algoritmes te implementeer, word ook bespreek. Hierdie beheerder inkorporeer
'n vorentoe-voer uittree spannings regulasie tegniek.

Eksperimentele resultate wat gekry is met 'n vier-vlak "vlieënde-kapasitor" multivlak
omsetter, wat van die FPGA gebaseerde digitale beheerder en die self-begin kragbron
gebruik maak, word ook in die verslag bespreek.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: An example of illegal connections to the electricity grid.

This chapter introduces the non technical power loss problem that is to be addressed by
this research work. A solution as to how to address this problem is also proposed in this
chapter. The research work's focus and structure are also outlined.

1.2 NON-TECHNICAL POWER LOSS

A cost-impact problem currently experienced by developing countries is that of non-
technical power loss. This is theft of electricity done by means of illegal connections
to the electricity grid. Cases of illegal power connection include by-passing of metering
units, tapping into neighbouring premises and tapping directly on to the overhead distri-
bution lines. Figure 1.1 shows an example of illegal connections to the electricity grid.
These illegal connections not only lead to a loss of revenue for the utility, but also pose
a very serious safety hazard to the perpetrators, as well as innocent people living in the

2
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

affected buildings. This problem is mainly prevalent in remote areas such as rural set-

tings and townships and it is done by tapping the domestically rated 230 V ±10%, 50 Hz

overhead ac reticulation networks and by bypassing of metering units [1]. The question

of theft is not unique to South Africa, it is of concern in various parts of the world [2]. In

Argentina the level of electricity fraud is estimated at between 16 and 20% [3], whereas

in South Africa unofficial figures of as high as 70% have been reported in some of the

affected areas [2].

1.3 PROPOSED SOLUTION

A proposed solution is to distribute electricity at a voltage and frequency that cannot be

easily used. This means applying direct current (DC) reticulation at high voltage, i.e.

750 V to 1000 V level, and installing an inverting unit in each house to invert the high

DC voltage to 230 V, 50 Hz that can be used by the consumer. Figure 1.2 shows the pro-

posed DC reticulation system. The system will use the existing standard ABC conductor

material currently used for AC reticulation [2].

Using DC instead of AC eliminates reactive voltage drops that can be encountered in

some rural settings. The idea of a DC reticulation system was perhaps triggered by the

research and development phase of the USE (Universal Semiconductor Electrification)

devices at the University of Stellenbosch. During the development phase of these USE

devices, Mostert et al [4] realized that the DC-link could be stretched out to form a DC

distribution system.

Phase-phase,
Single-phase, or
SWER

750VDC-Line
(ABC)

I--"""T'"-r--'--~

Figure 1.2: The proposed DC reticulation system.

3
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.4 RESEARCH FOCUS

This research focuses primarily on the design and development of the power electronic
device (InDispenser) for the proposed DC reticulation. This power electronic device will
be fitted in each and every household and will be used to invert the high DC voltage to
230 V, 50 Hz AC voltage. The power electronic device should therefore be:

• Low cost.

• Acoustical noise-free.

• Efficient as possible to reduce cooling requirements under high ambient tempera-
ture.

• Small size.

• Power rating: 3.5 kVA

• Input: 750 - 1000 V DC

• Output: 230 V AC ±1O%, 50 Hz (Single phase)

This research investigates the possible use of a multilevel inverter for a low cost, noise-
free and efficient design of the power electronic device. The decision to investigate the
use of multilevel inverters was taken after constructing a standard half-bridge IGBT in-
verter and is based on the following observations and considerations:

• The output filter contributed significantly to the cost of the inverter. The ratio of
the high DC bus voltage to the relatively low output current results in a large filter
inductor.

• The use of multilevel inverters reduces the size of the filter inductor by a factor of
p2, with p the number of cells.

• The use of multilevel inverters opens possibilities of using new state-of-the-art
600 V devices, for instance, CoolMOS technology or fast IGBT technology semi-
conductors.

• These new devices make it possible to reduce system cost by designing an inverter
with fewer number of levels.

4
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_ .
. .. ... ..

{-----l ..

Figure 1.3: A single phase prepaid metering unit.

• Due to the added components (i.e. flying capacitors and switching devices) in
flying capacitor multilevel inverters, the feasibility of these inverters for a low cost
design depends solely on the success of developing a low cost gate drive circuit for
multilevel inverters. Switching at high switching frequency results in small values
of the flying capacitors.

The ultimate aim is to integrate the final unit with a prepaid metering system. An example
of a card operated prepaid metering system is shown in Figure 1.3. A prepaid metering
system enables the electricity users to pay for their electricity in advance and also pro-
vides energy consumption information to allow the customers to manage their electricity
usage. With a prepaid metering system the customer purchases electrical power on a
smart card. Once the card is inserted into the prepaid metering unit, the power is turned
"on" and the amount of power on the card is displayed on the meter. Eventually, after all
the power in the card is all used up and the meter reaches zero credit level, the prepaid
metering unit automatically disconnects the load from the supply.

5
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.5 RESEARCH ISSUES

Though the advantages of flying capacitor multilevel inverters make them to enjoy a

great deal of interest in recent years, they (advantages) come at the expense of added

components, for instance, flying capacitors and semiconductors, and complex capacitor

pre-charging mechanisms.

Given the large number of switching components, it is important to make the gate drive

circuits of these inverters as inexpensive as possible. The need for an isolated power sup-

ply for the gate drive circuits, is one other factor that will escalate the system cost. The

success of designing a low cost inverter depends greatly on the success of addressing this

isolated power supply issue.

Another issue that needs to be addressed is that of generating regulated de power supplies

from a high DC bus voltage. This is because the flying capacitor multilevel inverter will

only be exposed to a high DC voltage of between 750 V to 1000 V. Therefore the success

of this research work depends also on the success of developing a self-starting switch

mode power supply to provide regulated de power supplies for the electronic circuits of

the inverter.

1.6 STRUCTURE OF REPORT

The current Chapter introduced the problem statement and key issues to be addressed to

make this research a success. The introductory work done by Mostert et al [4] provides

the base and/or foundation for this research. Challenges posed by the proposed method

are briefly outlined.

Chapter 2 presents background work on the chosen topology for the power electronic

device (InDispenser) to be used in the proposed DC reticulation system and cites a few

but relevant literature into the design of the system's components. Also this chapter dis-

cusses at length and compare the two main multilevel topologies.

Chapter 3 presents the system overview of the power dispenser. Each main part's func-

tionality, e.g. controller, auxiliary power supply, etc., is briefly discussed.

6
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

The design of the inverter's gate drive circuits, reactive components and heat sink are
presented in Chapter 4. The gate drive circuit incorporates the new power supply for
multilevel inverters, therefore accomplishing a cost-effective design to address one of the
challenges in Section 1.4.

Chapter 5 presents a field programmable gate array based (FPGA-based) pulse-width
modulation (PWM) controller and also briefly discusses system protection and voltage
regulation issues.

Chapter 6 discusses the design and development of a self-starting auxiliary power supply
to address one of the challenges outlined in Section 1.4. The self-starting auxiliary power
supply is based on the input-series-output-parallel (ISOP) inverter topology.

Cost and device analysis are discussed in Chapter 7. This will lead to a proper device and
inverter selection.

Simulation study and results are presented in Chapter 8. Experimental set-ups and results
for the various sections, i.e developed bootstrap power supply, power stage, auxiliary
power supply, etc., are presented in Chapter 9.

Chapter 10 concludes this report with a brief summary and highlight the significant con-
tributions made by this research work.

7
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of this research, as mentioned in Chapter 1, is the design and development
of a multilevel inverter and its auxiliary power supply for DC reticulation. In recent
literature, numerous multilevel inverter topologies have been introduced and studied in
detail. These topologies are:

• Flying capacitor multilevel inverter (FCMLI).

• Diode clamped multilevel inverter (DCMLI).

• Cascaded multilevel inverter

Of these three multilevel topologies, only the FCMLI and the DCMLI are suitable for
application in the proposed DC reticulation.
This chapter focuses on:

• The comparison of the FCMLI and the DCMLI topologies to determine which is
more suitable for the proposed application.

• The investigation of switch mode power supplies (SMPS) for the design of an aux-
iliary power supply.

• Background work on the new state-of-the-art energy saving switching devices men-
tioned in Chapter 1. Pulse width modulation (PWM) strategies are also discussed.

2.2 MULTILEVEL INVERTER TOPOLOGIES

Multilevel inverters have in recent years received a great deal of interest for high power
applications [5]. These inverters are suitable for high voltage applications because of
their ability to synthesize output voltage waveforms with a better harmonic spectrum
and attain higher voltages with a limited maximum device rating. The harmonic con-
tent of the output voltage waveform for multilevel inverters decreases significantly as the
number of inverter levels increases [7]. But all these advantages of multilevel inverters
come at the expense of added components, for instance the flying capacitors or clamp-
ing diodes [6], complicated control algorithms and possible capacitor voltage balancing
problems.The early interest in multilevel power conversion technology was perhaps trig-
gered by Nabae et al [8] who introduced a neutral point clamped topology. The resultant
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Figure 2.1: Afive-level single phase FCMLI.

three-level waveform had considerably better spectral performance compared to that of
the conventional voltage source inverter. The improvement in the spectral structure of
output waveforms in using multiple levels was reiterated by Bhagwat et al [9]. Subse-
quently, the original neutral point clamped topology was extended to higher number of
levels using the similar principle of clamping the intermittent levels with diodes [10].
In addition to improving the waveform quality, these multilevel inverters substantially
reduced voltage stress on the devices. Such multilevel inverters are generally known as
diode clamped inverters. However in this type of inverter, the required voltage blocking
capability of the clamping diodes varies with the levels. This may result in the require-
ment of multiple clamping diodes at higher levels. So an alternative multilevel structure,
where the voltage across an open switch is constrained by clamping capacitors instead of
clamping diodes, was proposed by Meynard and Foch [7]. These inverters are commonly
known as flying capacitor multilevel inverters.
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2.2.1 Flying capacitor multilevel inverter

The flying capacitor multilevel inverter (FCMLI) uses a ladder structure of DC side ca-
pacitors where the voltage on each capacitor differs from that of the next capacitor. A
five-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter is shown in Figure 2.1. The size of the
voltage increment between two adjacent capacitors defines the size of the voltage steps
in the output voltage waveforms. Separate capacitors are used for each phase arm of a
three phase inverter [6]. The voltage sharing, voltage clamping, voltage synthesis and
capacitor pre-charging capabilities of this FCMLI topology are discussed below:

• Voltage sharing

This topology solves the problem of static and dynamic voltage sharing of the
voltage across the blocking switches. Clamping circuits (diodes and capacitors)
ensure voltage sharing between the switches. For a FCMLI, the voltage stresses on
the blocking switches are the same for all the switching cells and this voltage stress
is given by the voltage difference of adjacent capacitors.

• Voltage clamping

The maximum forward voltage of the main devices in the FCMLI is equal to the
voltage difference between the capacitor connected to its cathode and the capacitor
connected to its anode. Consider the highlighted switch in Figure 2.1. The forward
voltage of this device can be increased until the antiparallel diode of the highlighted
switch becomes forward biased. At this point, the capacitors provide a clamping
voltage equal to Vd/2 - Vd/4 = Vd/4. All the switches in the circuit are clamped
in a similar fashion. The circuit uses no additional clamping diodes [6].

• Voltage synthesis

The output voltage synthesis of a FCMLI is performed by turning on the switches
so that adding or subtracting of the capacitor voltages can take place. For the five-
level inverter in Figure 2.1, four capacitors are used in the synthesis of each phase
voltage. The capacitors have voltages of Vd, (3/4)Vd, (1/2)Vd and (1/4)Vd. The
switch operations are constrained so that the capacitors are never shorted and such
that current continuity to the main DC bus capacitor is maintained. As an example
of the voltage synthesis, a phase voltage level of (1/2)Vd can be synthesized in six
different ways. The capacitor combinations which produce this phase voltage level
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are listed below:

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

The availability of voltage redundancies in the FCMLI provides special opportuni-

ties for controlling the voltage on the individual inverter capacitors. This flexibility

makes it easier to manipulate the capacitor voltages and keep them at their proper

values.

2.2.2 Diode clamped multilevel inverter

The DCMLI uses a string of capacitors to divide up the DC bus voltage into a set of

equal voltage levels. Each phase arm consists of a number of switching devices in series

which are connected via diodes to the tap points along the DC bus capacitor. The forward

voltage across each main device is clamped by the connection of diodes between the main

devices and tap points along the string of DC bus capacitors. The tap points provide

clamping voltage levels [6]. The voltage sharing, voltage clamping, voltage synthesis

and capacitor pre-charging capabilities of this DCMLI topology are discussed below:

• Voltage sharing

Only the outer switches of a DCMLI are effectively protected by the clamping

diodes. Among the devices in the DCMLI, the clamping diodes have the highest

stress. The fact that the voltage stresses on some of the switches are not clamped

directly by the capacitors or diodes is of great concern [6].

• Voltage clamping

Figure 2.2 of the DCMLI shows voltage clamping components effecting the max-

imum forward voltage on switch S3. The maximum forward voltage of the main
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clamping diodes

Figure 2.2: Afive-level DCMLI.

devices is limited by a clamping diode on one end of the device and on the other
end by the off-state voltages of the adjacent switches. Switch 83's anode voltage is
limited to (3j 4)Vd by the highlighted clamping diode. The clamping diode is con-
nected to a voltage level of (3j4)Vd at a tap point along the DC capacitor string.
The cathode voltage of switch 83 is given by the off-state voltage of switches 82
and 81. If the off-state voltages of 81 and 82 can be controlled, limitation of the
off-state voltage stress on 83 can be assured [6].

If the off-state voltage across 81 and 82 is zero, 83 would see a forward voltage of
(3j4)Vd. However, in normal operation, the off-state voltages are controllable and
can be limited to (lj4)Vd.

• Voltage synthesis

The DCMLI's output voltage synthesis is relatively straight forward. For the five-
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level inverter in Figure 2.2, a set of four adjacent main devices in each phase arm is
on at any given time. For the outer voltage levels, the four "on" devices clamp the
phase output to the top and bottom of the DC bus. For the inner voltage levels, the
group of 'on' devices acts as a short-circuit connecting two of the clamping diodes
back-to-back. The outer end of these back-to-back clamping diodes is connected
to one of the voltage taps along the DC bus. The circuit then can be thought of
as a type of multiplexer, attaching the output to one of the five available voltage
levels. The DCMLI does not have phase voltage redundancies due to the different
constraints on switch operation imposed by the structure [6].

The lack of redundancy of inner voltage levels in this topology results in complex
control of capacitor voltages. In this type of inverter, the required voltage blocking
capabilities of the clamping diodes vary with the number oflevels. This may result
in the requirement of multiple diodes at higher levels.

2.3 PULSE WIDTH MODULATION

In de to de inverters, the average de output voltage must be controlled to equal a desired
level, though the input voltage and the output load current may fluctuate. Switch-mode
de to de inverters utilize one or more switches to transform de from one level to another.
In a de to de inverter with a given input voltage, the average output voltage is controlled
by controlling the switch's "on" and off duration times (ton and toff). One of the meth-
ods for controlling the output voltage employs switching at a constant frequency (hence,

VAN = {Vcontrol Ntri)Vd

/
..,.. ,

i<-{1/fs)-->I

Figure 2.3: Pulse-width modulation.
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a constant switching time period T,= ton + to!! ) and adjusting the "on" duration of the

switch to control the average output voltage. In this method, called pulse-width modula-

tion (PWM), the switch duty ratio D, which is defined as the ratio of the "on" duration

to the switching time period, is varied [32]. In order to produce a sinusoidal output volt-

age waveform at a desired frequency, a sinusoidal control signal at the desired frequency

is compared with a triangular waveform, as shown in Figure 2.3. The frequency of the

triangular waveform establishes the inverter's switching frequency and is generally kept

constant along with its amplitude [32].

The PWM method can remove unwanted frequency components to a higher frequency

region, i.e. the sidebands of a carrier frequency. Thus the output waveform of a PWM

inverter is generally improved by using a high ratio between the carrier frequency and the

output fundamental frequency. Taniguchi et al [14] proposed a new sinusoidal PWM in-

verter for the use of power metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET)

which has a high carrier-to-fundamental output frequency ratio.

2.3.1 E-prom based DPWM

Generating PWM control signals with the help of electronic hardware is rather complex.

The cost of hardware implementation in the microcomputer approach is also consider-

able. The E-prom based PWM circuit proposed by Simard et al [16], solves the large

memory requirement problem outlined in [17] and combines the advantages of fast re-

sponse of the analogue technique and simplicity of the microcomputer digital technique.

The circuit also has better dynamic response than a DSP-I based modulator proposed in

the literature [18].

The circuit is comprised mainly of two E-proms, a counter and an analog-to-digital (AD)

converter. The output voltage is digitized by the AD converter and results in an 8-bit word

having 256 possible states. The first E-prom is divided into 256 look-up tables, which

contain the values of the sine wave for each value of the AD converter. The second E-

prom is used to store different PWM schemes which can be selected as the output voltage

vanes.
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2.3.2 FPGA based DPWM

A circuit of an FPGA based PWM is comprised of an FPGA, a counter and an AD con-
verter. Identical but phase-shifted carrier waveforms are generated inside the FPGA with
the aid of an 8-bit counter. For the FCMLI the number of these carrier waveforms de-
pends on the number of commutation cells (P) to be controlled and are phase-shifted by
271" jp.

Several reference sine waveforms of different amplitudes are also internally generated
and stored in the FPGA to be compared with the phase-shifted carrier waveforms to
generate interleaved PWM signals. A feed-forward voltage regulation technique is em-
ployed to regulate the output voltage by using an AD to digitize the input voltage and
automatically select between the several reference waveforms whenever the input volt-
age is varied.

2.4 DESIGNING OF REACTIVE COMPONENTS

In high voltage applications, where DC to AC or AC to DC conversion is required, an
FCMLI is particularly suitable since it guarantees equal voltage sharing of series con-
nected switches (through the flying capacitors) and improved output waveform quality.
Figure 2.4 shows the general structure of an FCMLl. The switches are arranged in pairs
called commutation cells. The switches of a commutation cell should be in a comple-
mentary state. FCMLI's are composed of p-commutation cells connected with a set of
(p - 1) flying capacitors. A modulation strategy of an inverter affects the voltages of the
DC capacitors as well as the current flowing through them. Therefore a modulation strat-
egy determines the current ratings of the DC capacitors and the required capacitance to
suppress the ripple voltage [6]. An interleaved pulse width modulation (PWM) switching
scheme is suitable for flying capacitor multilevel inverters. This modulation strategy is
described in detail in Section (2.4.1).

2.4.1 Interleaved PWM switching

This method is suitable for flying capacitor multilevel inverters because the control sig-
nals of the different cells can be interleaved to optimize the output voltage waveform
[11]. Figure 2.5 shows an interleaved switching technique for a five-level FCMLl. The
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Cell p Cell k+1 Cell k Cell k-1 Cell1

Figure 2.4: Generalized FCMLl.

carrier signals Viri!> Viri2, Viri3 and Viri4 for the four commutation cells are phase-shifted
by 271"lp where p is the number of commutation cells. Each cell is controlled by its own
carrier signal, e.g. Viril, which is compared with a reference signal (Vcontrol) at a funda-
mental frequency. Interleaved PWM switching results in an apparent switching frequency
equal to p times the switching frequency of a single cell and an output ripple voltage of
amplitude Vdlp. This high apparent switching frequency reduces the size of the output
filter inductor by a factor of p2 [11] as compared to a conventional half-bridge inverter
and results in small values of the flying capacitors [15].

Digital controllers for pulse width modulation inverters enjoy growing popularity due to
their low power, fast response, ease of integration with other digital systems and ability
to implement sophisticated control schemes. These digital pulse width (DPWM) con-
trollers are particularly suitable for interleaved switching applications because digital
logic makes the generation of identical but delayed control signals simple.

2.4.2 Design of the flying capacitors

The design method of the reactive components of the FCMLI was proposed by Hamma
et al [12]. To design the capacitor ek, it is necessary to determine the characteristics of
both the ripple voltage and the root mean square (RMS) current flowing in this capaci-
tor. In this design the ripple current in the smoothing inductor is neglected. The current
flowing in the smoothing inductor is assumed to be constant (il = lo and !:lil = 0), but
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Vcontrol

Where: Vtri1, Vtri2, Vtri3, vtris= four carrier signals
Vcontrol :;;:the reference signal

:;;:phase shift between carrier signals

Figure 2.5: Interleaved PWM switching.

in practical situations this varies with time. lo represents the average value of the current

in the inductor, il [12].

It is worth noting that the states of the other elementary cells have no influence on the

current and voltage applied to the switches of a given cell Figure 2.4. The shape of the

current iek depends only on the states of the two switches, Skt+l and Skt. The instanta-

neous current (iek) in the capacitor eb can only take three values [12]:

• iCk = 10, when Skt+l is on and Skt is off.

• iCk = 0, when Skt+l and Skt are in the same state.

• iCk = -lo, when Skt+l is off and Skt is on.

According to the value of the duty cycle D and the phase difference between the tri-

angular carrier signals (cP), three different operating modes can be distinguished. The

following analysis is for a DC to DC inverter shown in Figure 2.6 and is valid whatever

the number of cells (p =1= 1):

1. When 0 :::;D :::; TscP/27r, the charge and discharge time of the current (Jek) in the
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... VlMultilevel

IV'Vd
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Figure 2.6: Multilevel chopper topology (takenfrom [J2}).

capacitor, Ck are equal to DTs . The expression of the RMS current is given by
[12]:

I ckrms = lo. V2.l5 (2.7)

Normalizing this expression with respect to lo gives

I ckrms = V2.l5
lo

(2.8)

Where I ckrms, lo and D are the RMS current flowing in the capacitor, the load
current and the duty cycle respectively.

The normalized voltage ripple is given by:

(2.9)

Where Ck is the flying capacitor of cell k, T, is the switching period and ~ Vck is
the ripple voltage in the flying capacitor.

2. For TscP/27r ~ D ~ 1 - TS¢)/27r, the charge or discharge time is given by [12]:

(2.10)

thus,

Ickrms = fi.
lo Y; (2.11 )
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where cP is expressed in radians.
The normalized voltage ripple is specified by:

(2.12)

3. When 1 - TscP/21f :::; D :::; 1, in this case, the normalized RMS current and ripple
voltage are obtained by the following relationships [12]:

I ckrms = )2(1 _ D)
lo

(2.13)

and

(2.14)

since tlt = (1 - D)Ts

A plot of the characteristics ofEq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.14, i.e. Ick(rms)/Io and CktlVck/TJo
versus duty cycle with phase-shift (cP) as a parameter, showed that these characteristics
are symmetrical with respect to the D = 1/2 axis [12].

From Eq. 2.12, the value of the capacitor Ck can be determined. It should be noted that
the capacitor Ck should be able to withstand the cell voltage equal to kVd/p. The flying
capacitors have the same value (capacitance), but different voltage ratings. Knowing the
values of the switching frequency J, maximum ripple voltage tl Vck(max) (worst case),
the load current lo and for a given value of the phase-shift, the size of the capacitor has
to satisfy the following constraint derived from Eq. 2.12:

C cP·lok>-----
- 21f Jstl Vck(max)

(2.15)

2.4.3 Design of the smoothing inductor, Lf

The topology of the multilevel chopper is shown in Figure 2.6. The capacitor has to divert
the ac component of the current so that only the de current would flow in the load. For
this design the voltage across the capacitor Cf is assumed constant (V cf) = DVd, i.e.
the ripple voltage tlVCf = o. The smoothing inductor is designed for a given value of
the ripple current and this can be determined by a computer program. When the number
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of cells increases the ripple current decreases [12].

Knowing that for an elementary chopper (p = 1), the maximum ripple current is given
by:

(~ig)max = 4r~f

On the other hand it is well known that if the control signals are phase-shifted by 1> =
271"/ p, the frequency and the voltage ripple of the output voltage are equal to (pf) and
Vd/p, respectively. Therefore the expression of the maximum ripple current in the case
of a multilevel chopper is deduced to be:

(2.16)

(~ig)max = 4fs~~Lf

This relation means that the maximum current ripple is inversely proportional to the

(2.17)

square of the number of cells.

2.4.4 Design of the capacitor, Cf

For this design Hamma et al [12] assumed that the total ac component of ripple current
flowing in Lf will flow in Cf, Figure 2.6. The voltage in the capacitor is given by the
following relationship:

V cf(t) = ~f / iCf(t)dt

with iCf(t) = ig(t) - lo

This relation allows the determination of the value of VCf for the switching instants. It

can be shown that the peak-to-peak value of the voltage across the capacitor Cf when the
phase-shift 1> = 271"/p can be obtained by:

(2.18)

~ig(max)
~VCf(max) = 8pf

s
C
f

Substituting for the expression of the (ig(max)) into Eq. 2.19 yields:

Vd
~VCf(max) = 32 3J2L Cp s f f

This relation means that the maximum peak-to-peak ripple voltage is inversely propor-

(2.19)

(2.20)

tional to the cube of the number of cells.
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2.5 SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES

This section investigates the use of SMPS for the design of an auxiliary power supply.
This auxiliary power supply will be designed for a DC bus voltage of between 750 and
1000 V.

2.5.1 Overview of switching power supplies

Regulated de power supplies are required for most analog and digital electronic systems.
Most power supplies are designed to meet some or all of the following requirements [32]:

• Regulated output: The output voltage must be held constant within a specified
tolerance for changes within a specified range of the input voltage and the output
loading.

• Isolation: The output may be required to be electrically isolated from the input.

• Multiple outputs: There may be multiple outputs that may differ in their voltage
and current ratings. Such outputs may be isolated from each other.

In addition to these requirements, common goals are to reduce power supply size and
weight and improve their efficiency. Advancement in the semiconductor technology led
to switching power supplies gaining superiority over traditional linear power supplies be-
cause of their smaller size and higher efficiency as compared to the linear power supplies
[32].

In switching power supplies, the transformation of de voltage from one level to another
is accomplished by using de to de inverter circuits. These circuits employ solid-state de-
vices (IGBT, MOSFETs, etc.), which operate as controllable switches. Since the power
devices are not required to operate in their active region, this mode of operation results
in a lower power dissipation. Increased switching speeds, higher voltage and current rat-
ings, and the relatively lower cost of these devices are the factors that contributed to the
emergence of switching power supplies.

Two major advantages of switching power supplies over linear power supplies are now
apparent, these being [32]:
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Figure 2.7: Half-bridge de - de converter (taken/rom [32}).

• The switching elements operate as a switch: either completely off or completely
"on". By avoiding their operation in their active region, a significant reduction in
power loss can be achieved. A transistor operating in on/off mode has a larger
power-handling capability compared to when operating in its linear mode .

• Since a high-frequency isolation transformer is used (as compared to a 50 Hz trans-
former in a linear power supply), the size and weight of switching supplies can be
significantly reduced.

2.5.2 Half-bridge de to de converter

Figure 2.7a shows a half-bridge de to de converter [32]. The capacitors C1 and C2 estab-
lish a voltage midpoint between zero and the input de voltage. The switches Tl and T2

are turned on alternatively, each for an interval ton. With T1 on, Voi = (NdN1)(Vdj2) as
shown in Figure 2.7b and, therefore,

N2Vd
VL = -- - Va

N12
(2.21)
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v +
d -

Figure 2.8: [SOP half-bridge converter.

During the interval .6., when both switches are off, the inductor current splits equally
between the two secondary halves. Assuming ideal diodes, Voi = 0, and therefore,

(2.22)

In steady state, the waveforms repeat with a period (1/2)Ts and

1
ton +.6. = "2Ts (2.23)

Equating the time integral of the inductor voltage during one repetition period to zero
using Eq. 2.21 through to Eq. 2.23 yields

Va = N2 D
Vd Nl

(2.24)

where D = ton/Ts and 0 :::;D :::;0.5.
The average value ofvoi in Figure 2.7b equals Voo

2.5.3 Series stacked half-bridge de to de converter

The fact that the auxiliary power supply is designed for a DC bus voltage of between
750 V and 1000 V makes a switching device like a MOSFET unsuitable for usage in this
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application. Therefore, an insulated gate bipolar transistor (lGBT) should be used due
to the high input voltage. For an IGBT the switching frequency must be limited around
30 kHz for good efficiency due to the tail current. To increase the switching frequency for
reduction of the system size while maintaining the efficiency requirement, a MOSFET
should be considered for a switching device. However, due to the high input voltage, a
MOSFET cannot be used in a conventional bridge topology unless the device is series
connected to sustain the high voltage [19]. Several papers in the literature [20], [21], [22]
and [23] address the issue of the voltage balancing at the device tum-off. To achieve the
voltage balancing a passive and active balancing method is used. The passive method
requires a snubber circuit and this causes additional loss and restricts the switching fre-
quency. The active methods require complicated control circuits to achieve the voltage
balancing, and the control delay of the voltage-balancing controller can increase the de-
vice stress, so that the switching speed is restricted. Moreover, perfect balancing is hard
to accomplish during the switching transients [19].

The problems of the device series connection can be solved by the input-series-output
parallel (lSOP)-connected converter configuration proposed by Kim et al [24]. Fig-
ure 2.8 shows the ISOP half-bridge converter. In this configuration the input voltage
is divided by the series-connected input capacitors, and the outputs are paralleled. The
series-connected converter experiences only the divided input voltage so that a lower
voltage rating device, i.e. MOSFET, can be used for higher switching frequency opera-
tion.

2.5.4 Transformer design: de-de inverters

It is desirable to have power transformers that are small in weight and size and also have
low power losses. The motivation for switching at high switching frequencies, is to re-
duce the size of the power transformer and the filter components [32]. If this benefit is
to be realized, the power loss in the transformer core should remain low even at higher
frequencies.

For bidirectional core excitation topologies such as the half-bridge topology, it is im-
portant to ensure that there is no volt-second imbalance during the two half-cycles of
operation as this will cause the transformer to saturate. In a practical implementation,
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there are several causes of such a volt-second imbalance, such as unequal conduction
voltage drops and unequal switching times of the switches. Use of an appropriate control
integrated circuit (IC) eliminates saturation under start-up and transient conditions. The
other way to prevent core saturation due to voltage imbalance is to use a blocking capaci-
tor in series with the primary winding of the full-bridge inverters [32]. For the half-bridge
inverter no extra DC blocking capacitors are required since the two series connected DC
bus capacitors form a DC blocking capacitor.

2.6 SWITCHING DEVICES

2.6.1 Introduction

The future development of power electronic system engineering, particularly in terms of
energy saving, control dynamics, noise reduction, volume and weight minimization, is
being driven by new power semiconductor components. The impending technology shift
is being driven by the following requirements [27]:

• Energy saving through the use of new circuit topologies based on modified semi-
conductor concepts.

• Intelligent energy management.

• Miniaturization of electrical systems through the use of ultra fast switching com-
ponents.

• Cost reduction through system integration.

• Increase in reliability through higher integration densities.

• Increase in operating temperature.

• Integration of power electronics and mechanics.

The prime movers driving the technology shift in power electronics are the pressure to
rationalize the use of energy, cost optimization of power electronic system management.
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2.6.2 A new high-voltage power MOSFET

MOSFET devices are quite interesting in terms of switching speed and easy driving ca-
pability. However, in high voltage devices the technology process leads to high values of
the on-state resistance, thus reducing the current-carrying capability. In on-state condi-
tions, power MOSFET devices experience high power losses, which increase at increas-
ing temperatures. Standard technology for high-voltage power MOSFET manufacturing
is reaching its own physical limit: a reduction of the device on-state resistance is strongly
limited by the drain resistivity value, which is designed according to the requirements of
high-voltage blocking capability [25]. Hence a reduction of the on-state resistance Rds(on)

is a key factor analyzed in recent years by the power MOSFET designers [25]. Recently
a new concept of power MOSFET design has been proposed that is able to overcome this
limitation [26]: the drain charge balance allows increasing the doping concentrations of
the conduction region while maintaining the requested blocking capability. The reduc-
tion in the silicon conduction losses allow a valuable resizing of the physical die size,
together with a convenient package reduction. The range of the device applications is
allocated in switching converters such as Switch Mode Power Supplies (SMPS), Power
Factor Correctors (PFC) and portable welding equipment [25].

2.6.3 CoolMOS Technology

The CoolMOS technology - developed for the production of charge compensated devices
is presented and discussed in the literature [26], [27], [28]. Due to its novel internal struc-
ture the device offers a dramatic reduction of the on-state resistance with a completely
altered voltage dependence of the device capacitances.

As a result of the immense reduction in the chip area, CoolMOS transistors exhibit a very
low input capacitance in comparison with identical transistors in conventional technol-
ogy. CoolMOS transistors can be operated with the lowest control power, the cheapest
driver circuit and the highest switching frequencies [27]. The typical value of the thresh-
old voltage ~qs(th) is 4.5 V (range 3.5 V to 5.5 V at 25°C), yet in spite of this, the
CoolMOS transistors reach their nominal Rds(on) already at 10 V gate voltage [27]. The
controllability of the di / dt and dv / dt values of these devices is a strong advantage for
the application engineer [27].
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2.6.4 IGBT in NPT Technology

In virtually all fields of application for high-speed, high voltage switches, MOSFET and
IGBT devices have now completely ousted bipolar junction transistors [35]. Whereas
for a long time the area of low switching frequencies (:S 50 kHz) has appeared to be
the domain of the IGBT, modern high-speed IGBTs are now beginning to compete with
MOSFETs even in their traditional fields of application, i.e. switch mode power supplies.

High-speed IGBTs are making inroads wherever their specific advantages can be fully
utilized, these being [35]:

• Excellent ruggedness (short circuit protection, latch-up free, avalanche rated).

• Superior on-state characteristics at high currents.

Because of their superior current-carrying capability and ruggedness, IGBTs have gained
greatest acceptance in their traditional application field of drive systems. However, the
development of the ultra-fast IGBT has now drastically extended this field.

N"

22

5 rE
E --. S-IGBT 25·e
~ - S-IGBT 150·e
co

- -_ CoolMOS 25·eIJ.)
"- 1.5 150·eco - CoolMOSa.
:.2 - - - Standard MOS 25· e0

1: - Standard MOS 150·e
IJ.)
"- 0.5"-
::l
0
Cl)
~a::: 0.1 10 100 1000

Figure 2.9: Current-carrying capability per chip area as afunction of the switching
frequency; a standard MOSFET, Coo/MOS and IGBTcompared (takenfrom [35}).

As Figure 2.9 shows, the IGBT is superior in terms of current-carrying capability to the
standard MOSFET up to 300 kHz and beyond, depending on the power dissipation den-
sity, and to the CoolMOS under typical operating conditions up to around 100 kHz [35].

These high possible operating frequencies make the IGBTs ideally suitable for switch
mode power supplies and power factor corrector (PFC) applications.
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2.7 SUMMARY

The two topologies suitable for DC reticulation were discussed and compared. The
FCMLI emerged as the most suitable choice for the DC reticulation application, as com-
pared to the DCMLI.

Switch mode power supplies were investigated for possible use in the design and devel-
opment of an auxiliary power supply. The input-series-output-parallel topology showed
great potential in this regard as this topology presents a possibility of using small, fast
switching and low cost switching devices, e.g. MOSFETs.

The possibility of using the new-state-of-the-art switching devices, i.e. CoolMOS and
fast IGBT technology, was explored. A careful selection between these devices could
lead to a low cost and efficient design.

PWM strategies from recent literature were discussed, and the FPGA based digital pulse
width modulation (DPWM) was chosen for the controller, since this method is suitable
for interleaved PWM switching.
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Parameter Value Unit

Power rating 3.5 kVA
Input voltage 750 - 1000 VDC
Output voltage 230 ±10% VRMS

Output frequency 50 Hz

Switching frequency 50 kHz

Maximum operating temperature 40

Table 3.1: System specifications.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains a brief system overview. The system specifications are presented

in Table 3.1 and the purpose of the main system components are discussed below.

The system is comprised of a flying capacitor multilevel inverter, a controller, two soft-

starting switches, an output filter, an auxiliary power supply and the load.

The sections that follows provide a brief overview of the individual components of the

system.

+

Multilevel Inverter

DC
To Load

750V
to

1000V

1
T

AC
Filter

FPGA
AlO

Converter

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the system.
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S1 S2 S3

..........--.-- Load

I
S6 S5 S4

Figure 3.2: Ajour level multilevel inverter.

3.2 THE FLYING CAPACITOR MULTILEVEL INVERTER

The proposed solution to address the non-technical power loss problem, is to apply DC
reticulation at high DC voltage levels. This method requires a single-phase inverter to
invert the high DC voltage to a 50 Hz, 230 ± 10% VRMS supply for the household appli-
ances. A flying capacitor multilevel inverter (FCMLI) was chosen over the diode clamped
multilevel inverter (DCMLI) because of the following:

• The clamping diodes of a DCMLI have a relatively high voltage rating. Because
of this, multiple clamping diodes may be required at high voltage levels.

• For a single-phase DCMLI, a large voltage ripple appears across the DC bus ca-
pacitors.

• Possible capacitor voltage balancing problems may be experienced for a DCMLI
with more than three levels.

The inverter designed for this system is a four-level FCMLI, Figure 3.2, using 600 V fast
IGBTs. The decision to build a four-level FCMLI with these devices is based on the cost
analysis which follows later in Chapter 7. Special attention will be given to the design of
a low cost gate drive circuit and the pre-charging mechanism of the flying capacitors.

3.3 THE CONTROLLER

The controller consists mainly of an FPGA (Field programmable Gate array) and an
analog-to-digital converter. The gating signals for the switching cells are generated by
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Figure 3.3: Functional block diagram of the control.

comparing a reference sine waveform stored inside the FPGA with p triangular carrier
waveforms phase-shifted by 27f/ p, with p the number of switching cells. This interleaved
switching method results in an apparent switching frequency equal to p times the switch-
ing frequency of a single cell, (pf). An output voltage regulator is required to ensure that
the inverter's output voltage remains within the specified range of 230 VRMS ±10% for
any given DC input voltage between 750 Vand 1000 V.

A simple feed-forward control technique is used to regulate the output voltage by mon-
itoring the DC input voltage. This control technique uses an analog-to-digital converter
to measure the input DC voltage. The controller is also used for overcurrent and shortcir-
cuit protection for the system by monitoring the output current with the use of a current
sensing circuit. The controller also operates the two soft starting switches.

In the final unit the controller may contain the prepaid metering algorithms as well as the
algorithms for the user interface. This will make the system more immune to by-passing
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Parameter Value Unit

Power rating 15 W

Input voltage 750 - 1000 V DC V

Switching frequency 50 kHz

Regulated de output voltages:

Output 1 30 V

Output2 30 V

Output 3 22 V

Output4 22 V

Output 5 22 V

Output 6 7 V

Table 3.2: Specifications for the auxiliary power supply.

and tampering.

3.4 THE AUXILIARY POWER SUPPLY

The flying capacitor multilevel inverter's controller and gate drive circuits need regulated

de power supplies for them to operate and start-up the inverter. The problem is that the

inverter is exposed only to a de input voltage between 750 V and 1000 V This high de
voltage should be used to generate regulated de power supplies for the FCMLI electronic

circuitry. A switch mode power supply which will incorporate a self-starting circuit

is therefore required. This switch mode power supply has to have electrically isolated

multiple de regulated supplies for the system's electronic circuitry. The specifications of

this auxiliary power supply are summarized in Table 3.2.

To adhere to the electrical isolation requirement for the FCMLI gate drive circuits, a dc-

de inverter with electrical isolation should be used for this application. If a conventional

half-bridge topology is used for the auxiliary power supply, then an IGBT should be used

instead of a MOSFET. This is because of the high input voltage of between 750 V -

1000 V But due to the high cost of a 1200 V rated IGBT and its inability to switch at a

high frequency, a MOSFET was considered for a switching device.

To allow the use of a smaller, faster switching device like a MOSFET, the auxiliary power
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v .
d

Figure 3.4: An ISOP-based auxiliary power supply.

supply is designed as an inverter based on the input-series-output-parallel (ISOP) inverter
topology. This inverter is mainly built out of two conventional half-bridge inverters con-
nected in series. The fact that a self-starting circuit of a conventional half-bridge inverter
is complex, makes that of an input-series-output-parallel inverter even more complex to
design.

3.5 THE SOFT-STARTERS

At start-up the DC-bus capacitors initially appear as a short circuit across the de source,
which may result in an unacceptably large inrush current. To limit this inrush current, a
series element between the de side of the rectifier and the DC-bus capacitors can be used.
Two series elements are required per system, since the midpoint of the two DC capacitors
of a system will be connected to the ground. This configuration means that the bottom
capacitor of the DC bus of a system is connected in parallel to the bottom capacitor of
another system in close proximity. The second series element limits the inrush current
into this bottom DC capacitor. These series elements could either be a:

• Thermister
A thermister has a large resistance when it is cold, thus limiting the inrush current
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at start-up. As this element heats up, its resistance goes down to a reasonably low

value to yield a reasonable efficiency. However, it has a long thermal time constant,

and therefore if a short term power outage occurs that is long enough to discharge

the DC-bus capacitors but not long enough to allow the thermister time to cool

down, a large inrush current can result when power is restored .

• Current-limiting resistor

A current-limiting resistor is used in conjunction with a parallel connected semi-

conductor switch to make up the series element. Initially the switch is off and the

current-limiting resistor limits the inrush current at start-up. When the DC-bus

capacitors are charged up, the switch is turned "on", thus bypassing the current-

limiting resistor.

From the brief description of the series elements, the current-limiting resistor seemed to

be much more effective as compared to the thermister. This soft-starting series element

in conjunction with the auxiliary power supply and pre-charging resistors help with the

pre-charging of the DC capacitors (DC bus and flying capacitors) prior to the switching

of the inverter.

3.6 LOAD

The loads for this system are household appliances, i.e a television set, a refrigerator and

a small stove. A load profile analysis of typical household appliances was conducted

and the inrush currents for these appliances when being switched "on" are shown in

Figure 3.5 and Table 3.3.

A worst case scenario is when the appliances are switched "on" simultaneously, e.g.

when power is restored after power outage. During this time the start-up current will

Appliance start-up Current (Apeak) start-up Current (Arms)
Refrigerator 9 6.4

Television 25 17.7

Small stove 14 9.9

Video recorder 20 14

Table 3.3: Load profiles of typical household appliances.
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Small 2-plate stove

20A~~k .for 3ms

3.20,,\
Video casette Recorder

Refrigerator

Figure 3.5: Load profiles of typical household appliances at turn on.

be equal to 48Arms, which is the sum of the start-up currents of all the appliances. The
system has to be designed in such a way as to be able to handle a current of this magnitude
for a few cycles without going into overcurrent protection mode.

3.7 SUMMARY

The entire system was overviewed in this chapter. Also the main system components
were discussed and the following conclusions reached:

• For the inverting unit the flying capacitor multilevel inverter was chosen over the
diode clamped multilevel inverter mainly due to the simplicity of using interleaved
switching for these inverters.
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• A digital FPGA-based PWM controller was chosen, because this controllers are
particularly suitable for interleaved switching.

• Due to the high input voltage to the inverting unit, the choice of a switch mode
power supply (SMPS) to be used as an auxiliary power supply was confined to
the input-series-output-parallel inverter topology. This topology allows the use of
smaller, faster and cost-effective switching devices despite the high input voltage
to the inverter.

• Two soft-starters are required per system. A combination of a current limiting
resistor and a parallel switch seems to be more effective as a soft-starter than a
thermister.

• Typical household loads were analysed. It was found that the start-up power re-
quired for the household appliances when they are all switched "on" simultane-
ously is equal to 11 kVA. Therefore the system should be able to provide 11 kVA
start-up power for a short duration of time (a few cycles).
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter investigates the design of a low cost gate drive circuit for a flying capacitor
multilevel inverter (FCMLI). The inverter's output filter, heat sink and DC capacitors are
also designed in this chapter. The flying capacitor pre-charging problem is outlined and
a start-up mechanism that addresses this problem is presented. The specifications of the
inverter are summarized in Table 4.1. A full circuit diagram of the inverter with all the
components and their designed values is shown in Figure 4.1.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Power rating S 3.5 kVA
Input voltage Vd 750 - 1000 V DC V
Output voltage Va 230 ±1O% VRMS

Maximum output current lo 22.5 A
Output frequency Jo 50 Hz
Switching frequency Js 50 kHz
Operating temperature Ta 40 oe

Table 4.1: Inverter specifications.

100k 100k 100k

100k 100k 100k

Figure 4.1: A full circuit diagram of the inverter showing the designed component
values.
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4.2 GATE DRIVES

4.2.1 Introduction

The primary function of a gate drive circuit is to switch a power semiconductor device

from the off state to the on state and vice versa. The drive circuit is the interface between

the control circuit and the power switch. It amplifies the control signals to levels required

to drive the power switch and provides electrical isolation between the power switch and

the control circuit. Electrically isolated drive circuits require isolated de power supplies

[32].

Advantages of multilevel inverters come at the expense of added switching components.

One factor that escalates the overall cost of inverters is the need for isolated de power

supplies for the gate drives. Given the large number of switching components for mul-

tilevel inverters and the need for isolated de power supplies, it is important to make the

gate drive circuits as inexpensive as possible without compromising efficiency and reli-

ability. To accomplish a cost-effective design of the gate drives, a new bootstrap power

supply for multilevel inverters was developed (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.2 De power supply

bootstrap
capacitor

bootstrap
diode

15 V

Figure 4.2: A half-bridge inverter with bootstrap power supply.
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Figure 4.3: Ajour-level multilevel inverter with bootstrap power supply.

15V

lo

This bootstrap power supply for multilevel inverters, Figure 4.3, is an extension of the
standard bootstrap power supply for a half-bridge inverter shown in Figure 4.2.

A p-level multilevel inverter is comprised of a series connection of (2p - 2) switching
devices, which is the same as connecting (p - 1) half-bridge inverters in series. This is
illustrated by Figure 4.3, which is a four-level multilevel inverter with bootstrap powered
gate drive circuits.

The operation of this bootstrap power supply for multilevel inverters is as follows: There
has to be two 15 V isolated power supplies from the auxiliary power supply discussed
in Chapter 6. The operation is discussed using only the bootstrap power supply of the
bottom switches, Figure 4.3.
The 15 V power supply from the auxiliary power supply is directly connected to the sup-
ply voltage terminal (Vee) of the first gate drive, i.e. gate drive of switch S3b. Turning this
switch "on" pulls the emitter of switch S2b to the same voltage potential as the ground
terminal of the 15 V power supply voltage. This charges the bootstrap capacitor voltage
(Vcbd through the bootstrap diode (Dbl). This bootstrap capacitor voltage (VCb1) pro-
vides a supply voltage to the Vee terminal of the gate drive circuit of switch S2b' By the
same mechanism, the bootstrap capacitor Cb2will charge whenever switch S2b is turned
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Figure 4.4: Modified bootstrap power supply.

"on". The bootstrap power supply of the top switches is operated in the same way.

The problem experienced with the circuit of Figure 4.3 was a voltage drop of approxi-
mately I V across each bootstrap diode. With a 15 V auxiliary power supply, the boot-
strap capacitor voltage VCb1 will be equal to 15 - VDb1 :::::::14V and the bootstrap capacitor
voltage VCb2 will be equal to 15 - (VDb1 + VDb2) :::::::13V.

For a four-level multilevel inverter this might not pose a problem, since the last switch's
gate drive will be fed with 13 V,which is enough to tum "on" the gate of a MOSFET or
IGBT. A problem arises with the increase in the number of levels. For example, the last
switch of an eight-level multilevel inverter using this bootstrap power supply will see a
gate voltage of approximately 9 V. This gate voltage is too small to be able to turn "on"
the gate of a MOSFET or IGBT.
The problem was solved by increasing the power supply voltage of the auxiliary power
supply from 15 V to 30 V and regulating it with a simple zener-based regulator to yield
15 V for the gate drive circuits, Figure 4.4. The voltage drops across the bootstrap diodes
are inevitable, but this method allows the gate drive circuit of each switch to be supplied
with 15 V.

Two major requirements that the bootstrap diode for multilevel inverters need to satisfy
are that it should be able to block the cell voltage and it should be a fast recovery diode
to achieve a high switching frequency.

A shortcircuit on the DC-bus or the flying capacitors is avoided by electrically isolating
the control signals. This is accomplished by using a low cost dual integrated opto-coupler
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and gate drive integrated circuit (HCPL-3l4J) [38] as an interface between the control
circuit and the gate drive circuit. The HCPL3l4J is suitable for this application, since it
has the following features:

• It has two channels integrated in one surface-mount package, therefore it requires
less board space.

• Integrated optocoupler and gate drive, a gate driver that also provides electrical
isolation between the control circuit and the gate drive circuit.

• It has low power consumption (3 rnA operating current), making it suitable for
bootstrap technique applications.

4.2.3 Design of the gate resistor and the bootstrap capacitor

The design and selection of the gate resistor and the bootstrap components for the gate
drive circuit of Figure 6.2 is as follows:

• Gate resistor.
IGBTs and MOSFETs are both voltage-controlled devices. To turn on the device,
a voltage must be applied between the gate and the source terminals. The gate
resistance is designed using the gate to emitter voltage applied to the gate of the
switching device.

Figure 4.5 relates the gate voltage to the gate charge when a constant current is
supplied to the gate. During the first voltage rise, the gate-to-source capacitance is
charging and during the flat part, the gate-to-drain capacitance is charging. During
the second voltage rise, both capacitances are charged and the switching device
can be switched on successfully. Therefore Figure 4.5 clearly differentiates be-
tween the charge required for the gate-source and gate-to-drain capacitances and
the charge required to switch the switching device. This implies that the difference
of the applied gate voltage and the voltage corresponding to the flat part of Fig-
ure 4.5 is responsible for switching on the gate of a voltage controlled device. For
a gate voltage of 15V, the gate resistance is therefore given by:

Rg(min) =
Vgate - 7
Ig(max)
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Figure 4.5: Graph ofa typical gate charge of the SKW30N60 Cao/MOS [39).
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20 n (4.1)

Where Ig(max) is the maximum output current of the gate drive IC, l(qate is the ap-
plied gate to emitter voltage and 7 V is the voltage at which the gate capacitances
become fully charged.

The maximum power dissipated in the gate resistor during turn "on" is given by:

Pmax(gate) I;(max) Rg(min)

(0.4)2(20)

3.2 W (4.2)
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Figure 4.6: Bootstrap capacitor voltage.

Since energy is defined as the power dissipated over a period of time, the energy
consumed by the gate resistor at turn "on" is given by:

Emax(gate) P max (gate ) ton

(3.2)(93 X 10-9)

297 nJ (4.3)

Where ton is obtained from the datasheet and is the tum "on" time of the gate.

• Bootstrap capacitor.
The bootstrap capacitor's selection is based on the fact that, it should be able to

provide enough turn "on" energy to the gate of the switching device and the gate
drive circuit without its voltage dropping too low. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6.

The law of conservation of energy states that energy may neither be created or
destroyed. Since the sum of all the energies in a system is constant, the energy
consumed from the bootstrap capacitor of Figure 4.6 is given by:

Energy consumed from the capacitor (C) = (lj2)CV1
2 - (lj2)CV2

2 (4.4)

The total energy consumed from the bootstrap capacitor during tum "on" by the
gate drive circuit is summarized in Table 4.2. The energy consumed by the gate
drive IC is obtained from its datasheet and the energy consumed by the gate resistor
is calculated in Eq. 4.3.
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Energy consumed from Symbol Value Units

the bootstrap capacitor

Energy consumed by ETC 210 X 10-9 J

gate driver IC

Energy consumed by ERg 297 X 10-9 J

the gate resistor

Total Energy Edrivecircuit 507 X 10-9 J

Table 4.2: Energy consumedfrom the bootstrap capacitor.

Assuming V1 and V2 in Figure 4.6 to be equal to 15 V and 14.5 V respectively, the

value of the bootstrap capacitor (C) is calculated using Eq. 4.4 to be:

c 2(210 X 10-9 + 297 x 10-9)
(152 - 14.52)

68 nF (4.5)

4.3 OUTPUT FILTER

4.3.1 Filter inductor

The purpose of the output filter is to limit the maximum output ripple current, 6imax, to

an acceptable level. To derive the filter inductor equation for multilevel inverters we first

start by deriving the equation for an elementary chopper of Figure 4.7, with only one cell

(p = 1).
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+

Figure 4.7: An elementary chopper.

Knowing that the voltage across an inductor is given by

(4.6)

And knowing that when the top switch is "on", the voltage across the inductor is given
by (Vd/2 - Va). The expression for the ripple current is therefore given by:

(4.7)

Where ton is the "on" time of the top switch in Figure 4.7.

From Figure 4.8 the "on" time of the top switch is given by

t:
Dr = 2(fr(t) + 1) (4.8)

Where DT is the duty cycle of the top switch and !r(t) is the reference signal applied to
the pulse-width modulator.
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carrier signal

reference = f,(t)

Figure 4.8: The duty cycle of the top switch.

Assuming a constant duty cycle, the output voltage (Va) is equal to (Vd/2)fr(t). The
ripple current in the inductor is therefore given by:

6i = ~{(~ - !;fr(t))} Ts(1 + fr(t))

v,4i
J
(1 - fr(t))(l + fr(t))Ts (4.9)

The ripple current is maximum when its derivative is equal to zero. The derivative of the
ripple current is given by:

(4.10)

Since the ripple current is maximum when d6i/dfr(t) = 0, therefore 6i is at its maxi-
mum when fr(t) = O.Hence, the maximum ripple current !::l.imaxis given by:

A· Vd TuZmax = - s
4LJ

Solving for LJ, from Eq. (4.11) yields:

L _ Vd
J- 4fs6imax

Eq. 4.12 is for an elementary chopper with only one cell.

(4.11)

(4.12)

For multilevel inverters the effective switching frequency is (Pfs) and the size of the
voltage steps is given by Vd/p where p is the number of switching cells. Therefore for
multilevel inverters the filter inductor equation is given by:

L _ Vd
J - 4 2f A .P sUZmax

(4.13)
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For a four-level multilevel inverter with Vd equal to 1000 V, switching frequency of

50 kHz and a worst case maximum ripple current assumed to be 5.6 A (25% of the

peak output current), the value of the filter inductor was calculated to be 99 !LH.
An inductor with an inductance value of 99 !LH was designed. The design input parame-

ters are given in Table 4.3.

The design procedure consists of several parts and it is as follows:

• Core selection

The selection of a core is influenced by the operating frequency. For a 50 kHz

switching frequency a ferrite core will be the first choice. E-cores are suitable for

high power applications such as switch mode power supplies and DC to DC or DC

to AC inverters. A general purpose ETD 59 ferrite E-core made of an F6 mate-

rial was chosen mainly because it offers medium permeability and high saturation.

The properties of this chosen e-core as given on its datasheet are summarized in

Table 4.4.

• Number of turns.

Knowing that v = N(dcp/dt) (Faraday's law) and that v = Lf(di/dt) (voltage

across an inductor), and assuming a linear relationship between the magnetic flux

and current we get:

LflN =
BmaxAcore

(99 x 10-6)(28.1)
(270 x 10-3) (368 x 10-6)
28 turns (4.14)

Where Lf is the inductance of the output filter, Bmax is the maximum saturation

flux density, 1 is the maximum current flowing in the inductor and Acore is the

effective area of the core.

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Inductance Lf 99 !LH
Inductor maximum current 1 28.1 A

Switching frequency is 50 kHz

Table 4.3: Outputfilter inductor's design input parameters.
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Part number Frequency Effective Bobbin window Saturation flux
range area area density
(kHz) (Acore) (Aw) (Bmax)
10 - 400 368 mm2 730mm2 270mTETD59

Table 4.4: The properties of the ETD 59 E-core .

• Air gap.
The reluctance ~g of an air gap (g) oflength 19 is given by [33]:

(4.15)

The magneto-motive force MMF produced by a conductor (with N turns) carrying
current I is defined by:

MMF=NI (4.16)

Since the produced MMF is a function of the magnetic flux generated and the total
reluctance (~) in the core, the MMF can be defined as:

for ~g » ~c

for maximum flux ('Pmax) = Êmax Acore (4.17)

Substituting Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.17) yields

19 = I1
A
oN i

. Bmax
(4.18)

Where 110 is the permeability of free space.

With the number of turns equal to 28 (from Eq. 4.14), the length (lg) of air gap 9 is
given by:
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(47r X 10-7)(28)(28.1)
270 X 10-3

0.0037 m

3.7 mm (4.19)

• Winding parameters

The area of the copper wire (Acu) is determined by the current flowing in it. With

a maximum j of 28.1 A given in Table 4.3 and a maximum current density of

6 Azrnm", the maximum inductor current will require a copper wire with a cross-

sectional area equal to 4.68 mm", The skin depth in the copper wire at 50 kHz

switching frequency is given by [32]:

2
(1800) (0.01 )27r(50000)

0.0006 m

0.6 mm (4.20)

Where f-t is the magnetic material's permeability, (J" is the conductivity of the mate-

rial and w is the angular switching frequency.

If the diameter of the copper wire is :s; 2£5,then the problems associated with skin

effect can be neglected. Since 2£5= 1.2 mm, a copper wire with a diameter of

1.0 mm was selected. The cross-sectional area of this 1.0 mm diameter wire is

given by:

A '"'r2Cu II

0.78 mm? (4.21)

But the desired conductor area is equal to 4.68 mmê. Therefore six conductors with

a diameter of 1 mm and a cross-sectional area ofO.78 mm? are placed in parallel

to make the desired conductor area.

The copper fill factor (Kcu) ofa litz wire is 0.3 [32]. Therefore from the equation
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of Kcu given by [32], the maximum number ofturns is given by:

N =
KCuAw
Acu

(0.5) (730)
0.78

468 turns (4.22)

The bobbin is capable of fitting 468 conductors of 1 mm in diameter. The num-
ber of turns required to make an inductance of 99p,H are equal to 28. Using six
conductors in parallel gives a total number of 28 x 6 = 168 which is less than the
maximum number of turns.

4.3.2 Filter capacitor

ripple current

(a) output voltage

ripple voltage

positive half-cycle of
the output voltage

(b) output voltage

Figure 4.9: Current and voltage in the filter inductor.
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The capacitor in the filter has to divert the ripple component of current so that only the
fundamental current is delivered to the load. The filter capacitor of a multilevel inverter is
designed for the same current amplitude and ripple voltage as in a conventional inverter
but the effective switching frequency is (Pis) instead of is [30]. The voltage ripple in the
capacitor is given by:

6v= 6Q
Cf

Knowing that the ripple current waveform in an inductor is a triangular periodic wave-
form, from Figure 4.9 we have:

(4.23)

(4.24)

Therefore the ripple voltage in the filter capacitor of an elementary chopper, with p = 1,
is given by:

6 _ 6imax
Vmax - 8isCf

The ripple voltage of a multilevel inverter with p cells is given by:

(4.25)

6imax
6vmax = 8pisCf

Assuming a peak to peak current ripple of 25 % the output current, the RMS current
(Ic(rms)) in the filter capacitor is estimated by [34]:

(4.26)

Ic(rms) (~i;ax) ~

(5~6)~
1.62 A (4.27)

Substituting Eq. 4.13 into Eq. 4.26 gives the expression for the output filter capacitor of
a multilevel inverter.

(4.28)

For a four-level multilevel inverter with Vd equal to 1000 V, switching frequency of
50 kHz, an assumed maximum ripple voltage of2% the peak output voltage (6.5 V) and a
filter inductor value of 99 J-LH, the value of the filter capacitor was calculated to be equal
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to 0.7 /lP. Since the peak output voltage can reach a maximum of 340 V (240 x V2),
the voltage rating of the filter capacitor has to be more than 340 V. Any capacitor with
a capacitance of more than 0.7 /-LF and a voltage rating of more than 340 V can be used
as the filter capacitor. Due to unavailability of a 400 V, 1/-LF capacitor, a 1000 V, 2/-LF
capacitor was used instead.

4.4 DC CAPACITORS

4.4.1 Flying capacitors

The safety of operation of a multilevel inverter may depend on the voltage distribution
in the flying capacitors. For this reason, it is very important to check the stability of this
voltage distribution, i.e., determine whether the system is capable of compensating for
small (or even large) perturbations around the balanced point of operation [31]. If the
duty cycles are identical and the phase shift between adjoining cells is (27f)/p, the natu-
ral stability of the voltage distribution will be ensured.

However, Hochgraf et al [6] mentioned that pre-charging of these capacitors at start-up
is more complex. During start-up, devices could be unevenly stressed while the system
evolves towards balanced distribution. Depending on the time the system will take to bal-
ance, so many things might happen which may lead to destruction of the entire system.
Therefore provisions should be made for this (see Section (4.3.1)).

Due to the natural stability of the voltage distribution [12], a maximum voltage of333 V
(this value is for a three cell inverter with a maximum DC bus voltage of 1000 V) is
applied across each blocking switch. This voltage is clamped with the use of flying
capacitors. During a switching cycle the output current flowing through the floating
capacitors causes a voltage ripple. This voltage ripple (bound at 5 % of the DC-bus
voltage, i.e. 50 V), the switching frequency (50 kHz), phase shift between cells (27f)/p
and the output current (15.9 ARMS for a 3.5 kVA system) allow us to use Eq. 4.29 to
calculate the value of the flying capacitors.

ek = 1>10
27ft::,. Vcfs

(4.29)

From Eq. 4.29, the flying capacitor value is 2.1 /-LF. The two flying capacitors should
have voltage ratings of 333 V and 666 V. Due to unavailability of a 2.1 /-LFcapacitor,
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i

21
Cd +

~
VCd1

j +

Cd +
VCd2

~
Vo

2

Figure 4.10: Ripple current in the DC-bus capacitors of a half-bridge inverter.

a 1000 V rated 2.5 p,F high frequency polypropylene flying capacitors from FACON
industries were used.

4.4.2 DC bus capacitors and Bleeding resistors

• DC bus capacitors.
The selection of the two DC bus capacitors shown in Figure 4.10 is determined
mainly by the ripple current, cost and temperature withstanding capabilities. For
this application, each of the DC bus capacitors has to have a voltage handling capa-
bility of 500 V and a ripple current capability of half the RMS current, i.e. 7.95 A.

The high-frequency component of the ripple current is ignored in the calculation
of the DC bus capacitance.

The current flowing in the filter inductor is given by:

i = 22 sinwt (4.30)

With 22 A the peak output current.
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The current flowing through the bottom capacitor is given by:

~ - C dVdc2
2 - d dt (4.31)

Substituting Eq. 4.30 into Eq. 4.31 gives

11
Cd sinwtdt

-11 Vd--coswt+ -
Cdw 2

(4.32)

Where w is the fundamental angular frequency equal to 27r50 rad/so

Assuming a maximum voltage ripple of 2% on the DC-bus with a voltage of
1000 V. The expression of the maximum allowable voltage ripple on the DC-bus is
given by:

Vmax

(4.33)

From Eq. 4.33 the DC-bus capacitance is determined to be

11
(314)(20)
1752 p,F (4.34)

The capacitance value of each of the two DC bus capacitors has to be 1752 p,F.

Due to unavailability of a 1752 p,F capacitor, the DC bus was made of a series
connection two 500 V, 2200 p,Felectrolytic capacitors in parallel with two 0.47p,F

high frequency polypropylene capacitors. This polypropylene capacitors are used
to enhance the high frequency handling capability of the DC bus. The selected
capacitors's part numbers and characteristics are summarized in Table 4.5.

• Bleeding resistors.
A bleeding resistor is a resistor that discharges a high voltage DC bus when an in-
verter is switched off, i.e with no load. Bleeding resistors fitted across the DC bus
capacitors will ensure a quick automatic discharge of these capacitors immediately
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Capacitor Type Capacitance Voltage rating Ripple current
(J1P) (V) (A)

AYX-HR Electrolytic 2200 500 7.6
MKP1.44/2 Polypropylene 0.47 1200

Table 4.5: DC bus capacitors specifications.

after the supply is disconnected. By doing this the risk of electric shock to peo-
ple who are unfamiliar with the properties of storage capacitors will be avoided.
The design of these bleeding resistors is based on the desired time it will take the
capacitors to be discharged. From the step response of an RC circuit the voltage
across a discharging capacitor is given by

v(t) = Voe-t/RC (4.35)

To discharge a 2200J1P DC bus capacitor with an initial voltage (Vo) of 500 V to a
final voltage (v(t)) of 10 V using a 33 kO bleeding resistor will take

t -RCln( v(t))
Vo

284 s (4.36)

With a bleeding resistor of 33 kO, the DC bus will take 284 seconds to discharge
to 10 V.

The power rating of this resistor is equal to

p V2

R
5002

(33000)
7.6 W (4.37)

Therefore a 10 W, 33k bleeding resistor is connected across each DC capacitor.

4.4.3 Pre-charging of capacitors at start-up

A flying capacitor multilevel structure is built in such a way that the flying capacitors
do not charge to their desired value until the inverter starts switching. In a case where
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Figure 4.11: General structure of FCMLJ with pre-charging resistors.

an auxiliary power supply is used, the inverter starts switching when the DC bus voltage
has reached a certain desired level. This poses a serious threat to the switching devices
of the commutation cell closest to the DC bus. To illustrate this, consider the follow-
ing scenario: A three level FCMLI using 600 V switching devices and with an auxiliary
power supply getting its start-up power from a 1000 V DC bus. For a four-level FCMLI
with a DC bus of 1000 V, each commutation cell should be designed to sustain a voltage
equal to 1000/3 = 333 V. Since the rating of the selected switching devices is equal to
600 V, then the 333 V commutation cell voltage can be blocked successfully. Without
pre-charging the flying capacitors at start-up, the voltage of the commutation cell nearest
to the DC bus will be 1000V This voltage is higher than the voltage rating of the switch-
ing devices, hence a threat to the commutation cell. Figure 4.12 illustrates this.

This problem of pre-charging the DC capacitors at start-up is solved by connecting re-
sistors across switching devices, as in Figure 4.13. The current limiting resistors in the
soft-starters allow the DC capacitors to charge through the pre-charging resistors to their
desired voltages. During this time the inverter is still switched off since the self-starting
auxiliary power supply is still getting started.

By the time the self-starting auxiliary power supply switches the entire system "on" and
also switches "on" the soft-starting switches, the DC capacitors will have reached their
desired voltage and therefore the chance of device failure due to uneven voltage sharing
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Device failure
r-----I~

i ¥1I~r-l'
I +

c' 1 ve = 0 vP- p-1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I;-------~~---...

__ ~_p!»J

Vd = 750 V

Cell p

Figure 4.12: The commutation cell closest to the DC bus at start-up.

is minimized. The design of the pre-charging resistors of the FCMLI in Figure 4.13 was
based on the time it will take the capacitors to fully charge before the auxiliary power
supply turns the inverter "on". The charging time constants of the capacitors were calcu-
lated to determine the time it will take these capacitors to fully charge. Since the auxiliary
power supply takes at most five seconds to start, the values of the pre-charging resistors
should be designed in such a way that the two flying capacitors charge fully in less than
five seconds. The pre-charging resistors have to be of the same value to avoid uneven
voltage stresses on the devices. The design of the pre-charging resistors is as follows:

• Power rating and resistance value.
Assuming that the voltage across the flying capacitor is initially at zero and choos-
ing a 2 W pre-charging resistor, the resistance value is calculated to be

R v2

P
(750 - 0)2

2
281 kn
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------------.------.Load

I

Figure 4.13: Ajour-level FCMLI with pre-charging resistors.

~ 300 kf2 (4.38)

Where V = the voltage across the pre-charging resistor.

750 V = the voltage of the DC bus when the inverter starts switching.

P = peak power rating of the resistor.

Due to unavailability of 281 k resistors, 300 k resistors were used instead.

• The charging time constant of the flying capacitors.

The pre-charging circuit is designed in such a way that the flying capacitors are

fully charged before the self-starting auxiliary power supply is switched on. The

pre-charging circuit is shown in Figure 4.14.

R R R

ill i2l ijl
+ +

--=- Loop 1 v1==c Loop 2 V2=~C Loop 3

- -

R R R

Figure 4.14: Theflying capacitors pre-charging circuit.
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Using Kirchhoff's laws, the following equations can be derived from Figure 4.14:

2R(i1 + i2 + i3) +VI
2R(i2 + i3) + V2

2Ri3

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

With il = CVI, i2 = CV2 and i3 = ~, the equations Eq. 4.39 and Eq. 4.40 can be
rearranged and given by:

(4.42)

(4.43)

Where li; and V2 are equal to ~ and ~ respectively.
Eq. 4.42 and Eq. 4.43 can be rewritten as differential equations:

Vi
1 1 V2-(Vd - Vi)- -(VI - V2)- -

2RC 2RC 2RC
1-(Vi - 2li2)2RC

(4.44)

(4.45)

Using vector-matrix notation, the differential equations of Eq. 4.44 and Eq. 4.45
are given by:

[ ~ 1 = [Rf ~~c 1 [VI 1 + [ 2~C 1Vd
li2 2RC RC V2 0

(4.46)

The standard form ofEq. 4.46 is:

V=XV+YVd (4.47)

The eigenvalues of matrix X are given by the roots of the characteristic equation

[AI - X] = 0 (4.48)

Substituting matrix X in Eq. 4.48 gives:

[
(A + R~) ( 2R~ ) 1 = 0
( 2R~ ) (A + RIC)

(4.49)
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Solving Eq. 4.49, the eigenvalue of matrix X is given by:

(4.50)

From Eq. 4.50 A has two solutions. The solutions are given by:

-3 -1
A = 2RC or A = 2RC (4.51)

The time constants for charging the two flying capacitors are given by the recipro-
cal of A. Using the pre-charging resistor value calculated in Eq. 4.38 and the 2.5 /LF
flying capacitor value, the time constant (T) is given by:

T
1
A

2RC
or 2RC

3
(4.52)

From Eq. 4.52, the time constants are calculated to be 1.5 sand/or 0.5 s. Since
these time constants are less than the time it will take the auxiliary power supply to
switch the inverter, the flying capacitors will be fully charged prior to the switching
of the inverter.

4.4.4 Simulations of the Dying capacitor voltages

This section presents simulations of the flying capacitor voltages with and without the
precharging circuit. The simulations were performed with Simplorer simulation soft-
ware. The simulation models are shown in Appendix A and the simulation parameters
are given in Table 4.6. The first model was not fitted with the pre-charging circuit whereas
the second model was.

Results obtained with these simulation models are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16
respectively. From Figure 4.15 it can be seen that immediately after the inverter started
switching, the voltage across the commutation cell closest to the DC bus is greater than
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the desired and expected commutation cell voltage of 333 V (under balanced conditions).
This uneven voltage sharing across a switching device might cause failure of the inverter.
Figure 4.15 shows that the precharging circuit employed solves the uneven voltage shar-
ing. It can be seen that the inverter remains in the off mode until the flying capacitors
are charged to their desired voltage levels. At no instant in time does the voltage of the
commutation cell closest to the DC bus go beyond the expected 333 V (cell voltage).

Parameter Symbol Value Unit
DC bus capacitance Cd 2200 I1F
DC bus voltage Vd 1000 VDC

Output filter capacitor Cf 1 I1F
Output filter inductor Lf 99 I1H
Load resistance R 15 st
Switching frequency Is 50 kHz
Pre-charging resistor 14 300 kO

Table 4.6: Simulation parameters of thefour-level multilevel inverter.
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DC bus voltage of flying voltage of flying
voltage capacitor C1 capacitor C2

output voltage

1000

667

?:
Cl>
Cl 333.!!!
"0>

0

-333

0.00 16.67 33.33 50.00 66.67

time (x10-3s)

(a)

voltage across
the first ce

1000

667

?:
Cl>
Cl
tt!

'5>

0
..__ During this ti e the inverter is susce tible to

failure - po sible overvoltage on fir t cell.

-333

0.00 16.67 33.33 50.00 66.67

time (x10·3s)

(b)

Figure 4.15: Simulation resultsjor aJour-level FCMLI without a pre-charging circuit.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation resultsjor aJour-level FCMLI with a pre-charging circuit.
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4.5 HEAT SINK DESIGN

For comparison, the heat sink design is done for each of the four different inverters. These
inverters are:

• A four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter (FCMLI) with 41 A, 600 V IGBT
switching devices.

• A four-level FCMLI with 20 A, 650 V CoolMOS switching devices.

• An eight-level FCMLI with ordinary 200 V MOSFET switching devices.

• A standard 1200 V IGBT half-bridge inverter.

A thermal safety margin was not considered for the heat sink design, but this will be
taken into account when choosing a heat sink for a specific inverter.

4.5.1 Introduction

Heat sinks are devices that enhance heat dissipation from a hot surface, usually the case
of a heat generating device to a cooler ambient by increasing the surface area that is in
direct contact with the coolant. To avoid switching device damage and to achieve long
life and reliable performance the device's junction temperature should be effectively con-
trolled within the limits set by the device design engineers.

The choice of a proper heat sink depends on the allowable junction temperature the device
can tolerate. For a worst-case design (no thermal safety margin), the maximum junction
temperature, the maximum ambient temperature and the maximum power dissipation of
device are used. The maximum power dissipation is the sum of the switching power loss
and conduction loss of device.

The design is for a case where all the switching devices of an inverter are mounted on the
same heat sink. The heat sink is designed for an inverter with a sinusoidal output current
of 16 Arms, a switching frequency of 50 kHz and a worst case ambient temperature of
40°C.
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S3
r-- --- ---- --- ----

Viti_'_I VJ(p+1)

Vi2T _
'0------=-.~ .. --~---+.Load

Va

S4

Figure 4.17: A typical cell of a flying capacitor multilevel inverter.

4.5.2 Conduction and switching power losses

Figure 4.17 is a circuit diagram of a typical cell of a multilevel inverter. The two switches
are controlled in a complementary manner, so that only one switch can conduct at a time.
The power losses are calculated based on what is happening in the top switch of the typ-
ical cell of Figure 4.17.

Conduction losses occur only when the switches are turned "on". The "on" time is deter-
mined by the duty cycle (D) of the switches, which is dependent on the modulation index
(A) of the reference signal. The modulation index (A) of the reference signal is given by:

2Vo
A =

Vd(min)

(2)(325)
750

0.867 (4.53)

Where Va is the peak output voltage and Vd(min) is the minimum input voltage. The
maximum duty cycle (DT) of the top switch is given by:

Since the bottom switch is turned on when the carrier waveform is greater than the refer-
ence waveform, then from Figure 4.18, the duty cycle (DB) of the bottom switch is given
by:

~S[l_ Asin(wt)]

~[1- Asin(wt)]DB (4.54)
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re!;rruiX) = A sin(OX) = 0.867

re!;min) = A sin(CtX)= 0

(DB1'.)(rruiX) = ~ ;when ref is minimum

1

ref = fr(t) = Asin(CtX)

<.

~--------Ts--------~

Figure 4.18: The duty cycle of the bottom switch.

The duty cycle (DT) of the top switch is given by:

DT

DT

1- DB

~(1 +Asin(wt)) (4.55)

The power loss in a device is a function of the current flowing through it and the "on"
voltage or the on-state resistance of the device, depending on whether the device is an
IGBT or a MOSFET. Since the "on" voltage of the switch is given in the datasheet, only
the current passing through the switch at an instant in time needs to be calculated. When
the top switch is "on", the current flowing in it is the same as the current flowing in the
inductor. This is illustrated in Figure 4.19.
Assuming unity power factor and ignoring the ripple current, the current in the filter
inductor is given by:

il = Bsin(wt) (4.56)

Where w = 27r X 50
B = IoV2 = 22.5A

The conduction and switching losses of a device are solely dependent on the "on" voltage
(for an lOBT), the on-state resistance (for a MOSFET) and the switching times of the
device. These parameters are obtained from a device datasheet. For the switching devices
of the four different inverters, these parameters are summarized in Table 4.7.
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Figure 4.19: The current through the top switch.

Parameter 200VMOSFET 650 V CoolMOS 600 V IGBT 1200 V IGBT
Von (V) 2.5 2.4
Rt (n) 0.15 0.19
ton (s) 52 X 10-9 145 X 10-9 78 X 10-9 150 X 10-9

toff (s) 59 X 10-9 160 X 10-9 349 X 10-9 600 X 10-9

VF (V) 1.5 1.2 1.65 3.2
IF = IRMs (A) 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9
L; (A) 5.55 19.7 5.5 14
trr (s) 251 X 10-9 610 X 10-9 400 X 10-9 150 X 10-9

Table 4.7: Switching parameters of the four different switches.

• The conduction losses in the switching devices.

- Conduction losses in the 600 V S-IGBT.
The conduction energy dissipated in the top IGBT device during one switch-
ing cycle, is given by:

Ei(cond) Von X DTTs X (B sin(wti))

Von~(1 + Asin(wti))(Bsin(wti))Ts (4.57)
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The average conduction losses dissipated in a switch are given by:

1 M
Pcond = TL Ei(cond)

i=l

1 M 1
T ~ 2Von(1 + Asin(wti))(Bsin(wti))Ts

1 (T/2 1
~ T Jo 2Von(l + A sin(wt))(B sin(wt)) dt

~~ foT/\B sin(wt) + AB sin2(wt)) dt

Von [-B ( ) AB(t Sin2(wt))]T/2- - cos uit + - - ----'---"--
2T w 2 4w 0

Von [2B + AB(T)]
2T w 4

Von [2BT AB(T)]
2T 27r + 4

[
B AB]

Von 27r +8 (4.58)

Where Von is the switch's "on" voltage, [2~+ (ASB)] is the average current
passing through the switch (iave(switch)) and M is the number of switching
cycles in a fundamental cycle (T).

Using Eq. 4.58, the conduction losses in the S-IGBT are given by:

[B AB]
Von 27r +8
2.5 [_22_.5+ ..:....(0_.8_67....:....)(.:.__22_.5~)]

27r 8
15 W

pcond(S-IGBT)

(4.59)

- Conduction losses in the 650 V CoolMOS.
The average conduction losses dissipated in a CoolMOS or a MOSFET device
over one fundamental cycle, are given by:

pcond(CooIMOS) RtI~MsD

(0.19) (15.92)0.5

24 W

(4.60)

(4.61)

Where Rt is the on-state resistance, D is the duty cycle and IRMs is the RMS
current flowing in the CoolMOS switch.
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- Conduction losses in the 200 V ordinary MOSFET.

Using Eq. 4.61 we get

Pcond(MOSFET) RtI~MsD

(0.15) (15.92)0.5

19 W (4.62)

- Conduction losses in the 1200 V IGBT module.

Using Eq. 4.58, the conduction losses in the IGBT module are given by:

[B AB]
pcond(module) = Von 271" +8

2.4 [22.5 + (0.867)(22.5)]
271" 8

14.4 W (4.63)

• Conduction losses in the antiparallel diodes of the IGBT.

- Conduction losses in the anti-parallel diode of the 600 V S-IGBT.

For an IGBT, the average current flowing in the bottom diode (iave(diode)) is

equal to the average current in the inductor iave(l) minus the current flowing

in the top switch (iave( switch)). The average current flowing through the diode

over one fundamental cycle is therefore given by:

Zave(diode) iave(l) - iave(switch)

I1T
/
2

- B sin( wt )dt - iave(switch)T 0
1 [-B ]T/2
T ----:;;;cos( wt) 0 - iave(switch)

~ [2:] _ iave(switch)

B _ [!!_ + AB]
71" 271" 8
B AB (4.64)
271" 8

The conduction losses dissipated in an antiparallel diode of an IGBT device

over one fundamental cycle are given by:

Pcond(IGBT-diode) = Voniave(diode)
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= v, [!!_ _ AB]
on 211" 8 (4.65)

Using Eq. 4.65, the conduction losses of the antiparallel diode in the S-IGBT

device are given by:

pcond(S-IGBT-diode) Von [!-A8
B
]

1.65 [22.5 _ (0.867)(22.5)]
211" 8

1.88 W (4.66)

- Conduction losses in the anti-parallel diode of the 1200 V IGBT module.

Using Eq. 4.65, the conduction losses of the antiparallel diode in the IGBT

module are given by:

pcond( module - diode) v, [!!_ _ AB]
on 211" 8

3.2 [22.5 _ (0.867)(22.5)]
211" 8

3.66 W (4.67)

• The switching losses in the devices.

The average total switching losses for the IGBT (PS(IGBT)) is a function of the

current waveform, the switching frequency (is) and the turn "on" and turn off

energies. The energy lost in a switch during a switching cycle is given by:

(4.68)

The switching power loss in the switch over one fundamental period is approxi-

mated by:

Pswitching
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1 2
2TTs v.sn«: + tOf!)[wl
1

2n-Ts VcellB(ton + to!!)

;; VcellB(ton + taf!)

- Switching losses in the 600 V S-IGBT.

Using Eq. 4.69 we get

Pswitching(S-TGBT)

(4.69)

;; VcellB(ton + to!!)

50000 (333)(22.5)(427 x 10-9)
271"

25.45 W (4.70)

- Switching losses in the 650 V CoolMOS.

Using Eq. 4.69 we get

Pswitching( CoolMOS) ;; VcellB(ton + taf!)

50000 (333)(22.5)(305 x 10-9)
271"

18.2 W (4.71)

- Switching losses in the 200 V ordinary MOSFET.

Using Eq. 4.69 we get

Pswitching(MOSFET) ;;v.se«: + taf!)

50000 (143)(22.5)(111 x 10-9)
271"

2.84 W (4.72)

- Switching losses in the 1200 V IGBT module.

Using Eq. 4.69 we get

Pswitching(module)

(4.73)

• Reverse recovery losses in the anti parallel diodes.

A diode conducting a forward current (I F) needs a small but significant amount of
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time to change from the on-state to the blocking state. This time is called the re-
verse recovery time of the diode. The tum-off energy of the diode during a switch-
ing cycle is given by [36]:

(4.74)

Where L; is the reverse recovery current, trr is the reverse recovery time, Veell is
the voltage across the diode at recovery and D is the duty cycle.

The power loss over one fundamental cycle is given by [37]:

(4.75)

- Reverse recovery losses of the S-IGBT's antiparallel diode.
Using Eq. 4.75, the reverse recovery losses in the antiparallel diode of the
S-IGBT device are given by:

Prr(S-IGBT) 0.125Irrtrr Vcelds

0.125(5.5)(400 x 10-9)(333)(50000)

4.6 W (4.76)

- Reverse recovery losses of the CooIMOS's antiparallel diode.
Using Eq. 4.75, the reverse recovery losses in the antiparallel diode of the
CoolMOS device are given by:

Prr(CooIMOS) 0.125Irrtrr Vcelds

0.125(5)(610 x 10-9)(333)(50000)

6.3 W (4.77)

- Reverse recovery losses of the MOSFET's antiparallel diode.
Using Eq. 4.75, the reverse recovery losses in the antiparallel diode of the
MOSFET device are given by:

Prr(MOSFET) 0.125Irrtrr Veeids

0.125(5.55)(251 x 10-9)(143)(50000)

1.24 W (4.78)
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Parameter

Conduction
losses (W)

19 24

600V 1200V
S-IGBT IGBT
25.45 134.3

15 14.4

4.6 6.56

1.88 3.66

46.93 158.92

140.79 158.92

200V
MOSFET

650V
CoolMOS

Switching
losses (W)

2.84 18.2

Diode's reverse recovery
losses (W)

1.24 6.3

Diode's conduction
losses (W)
Total power loss
per switch (W)

23.08 48.5

Total power loss
per inverter (W)

161.56 145.5

Table 4.8: Thermal parameters of the different switches.

- Reverse recovery losses of IGBT module's antiparallel diode.
Using Eq. 4.75, the reverse recovery losses in the antiparallel diode of the
IGBT module device are given by:

Prr(IGBT-module) 0.125Irrtrr Vdfs

0.125(7)(150 x 10-9)(1000)(50000)

6.56 W (4.79)

The total power loss per device and per inverter are summarized in Table 4.8.

4.5.3 Heat sink value calculation

Transmission of heat from a heat generating source (e.g. a junction of a switching device)
via the heatsink to the ambient takes place in three successive steps, these being:

• transfer from the heat source to the casing surface of the switching device.

• transfer from the casing surface to the heatsink surface.
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• transfer from the heatsink to the surrounding medium by either free or forced con-
vection.

junction case heatsink ambient

Tj Tc Ts

Figure 4.20: Thermal equivalent circuit of a circuit.

Thermal resistances of the switching devices considered for the heat sink design are
shown in Table 4.9 as per device datasheets. Thermal resistance is defined as the de-
gree of a temperature increase resulting from a power input and is used as a measure of
determining and comparing the heat transfer capacity of heat sinks.

Parameter Symbol 200V 650V 600V 1200V
&units MOSFET CoolMOS S-IGBT IGBT

Junction to case RthjcI 1 0.6 0.5 0.39
thermal resistance CCjW)
for the switch
Junction to case RthjcD 1 0.7
thermal resistance CCjW)
for the diode
Case to sink Rthcs 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.035
thermal resistance (OCjW)
(mounting pad)
Junction Tj 175 150 150 150
temperature CC)

Table 4.9: Thermal parameters of the different switches .

• IGBT inverter

The junction-to-case temperatures (Tjc) for the 600 V IGBT and its internal Em-
con diode are calculated using the thermal-to-case thermal resistances (RthjcI) or
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(RthjcD) and the power loss of each component.

TjcT RthjcI x [Pc01ld(JGBT) + Pswitching(JGBT)]

0.5 x (15 + 25.45)

20.22 oe
TjcD RthjcD x [Prr(JGBT) + Pcond(JGBT-diode)]

1 x 6.48

6.48 oe (4.80)

The maximumjunction-to-case temperature is used in the design since it represents

the worst-case condition. The maximum allowable case temperature (Tc) at the

maximum allowable junction temperature (Tj) is therefore given by

150 - 20.22

129.78 oe (4.81)

The maximum allowable heat sink temperature (Ts) is given by

T, Tc - [Rthcs(Total power loss per switch)]

129.78 - [0.4(46.93)]

111.0 oe (4.82)

Heat sink selection is done based on the value of the sink-to-ambient thermal re-

sistance (Rthsa)of a particular heat sink. This value is calculated for a worst-case

power loss of all the switching devices conducting during a switching period in an

inverter. Rthsa is given by

Rthsa =
(Total power loss per inverter)
111.0 - 40
140.79

05 oe
'W (4.83)
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A heat sink with Rthsa less or equal to 0.5 ~ will be able to dissipate the power
generated by the switching devices to the surrounding air effectively and with ease.

To allow for at least a 30 % thermal safety margin, a heat sink with Rthsa 30 % less
than the designed 0.5 ~ should be used. ASemikron P150/170 naturally cooled
heat sink with a sink-to-ambient thermal resistance of 0.2 ~ was chosen. This
choice of heat sink gives a thermal safety margin of approximately 60 %. The
heat sink calculation of the four-level FCMLI CoolMOS inverter, ordinary eight-
level FCMLI MOSFET inverter and half-bridge IGBT inverter are outlined below.
These are done for comparison purposes only.

• CoolMOS inverter
The junction-to-case temperature (Tje) for the 650 V CoolMOS is calculated using
the thermal-to-case thermal resistances (Rthje) and the average power loss for the
switching device.

Tje Rthje X [Peond(CooIMOS) + Pswitehing(CooIMOS)]

0.6 x 42.2

25.32 ac (4.84)

The junction-to-case temperature is used to calculate the maximum allowable case
temperature (Tease). Tc is given by the equation:

150 - 25.32

124.7 ac (4.85)

The maximum allowable heat sink temperature (Ts) is given by

T, Tc - [Rthcs(Total power loss per switch)]

124.7 - [0.4(48.5)]

105.3 ac (4.86)

The sink-to-ambient thermal resistance (Rthsa) determines the size and type of a
heat sink to be used to prevent overheating of the switching devices of an inverter.
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Rthsa for this inverter is given by:

Rthsa =
[Total power loss per inverter]
105.3 - 40

145.5oe
0.42 W (4.87)

• MOSFET inverter

The junction-to-case temperature (Tjc) for the 200 V MOSFET is calculated using

the thermal-to-case thermal resistance Rthjc and the switch's power loss.

Tjc Rthjc x [Pcond(MOSFET) + Pswitching(MOSFET)]

0.5 x 21.84

10.92 oe (4.88)

The maximum allowable case temperature (Tease) at the maximum allowable junc-

tion temperature (Tj) is therefore given by the equation:

175 - 10.92

164.08 oe (4.89)

The maximum allowable heat sink temperature (Ts) is given by

T, Tc - [Rthcs(Total power loss per switch)]

164.08 - [0.4(23.08)]

154.85 oe (4.90)

The sink-to-ambient thermal resistance (Rthsa) for a heat sink that would enhance

the dissipation of the total power generated by the seven switches of the eight-level

FCMLI is given by the equation:

Rthsa =
[Total power loss per inverter]
154.85 - 40

161.56oe
0.71 W (4.91)
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• IGBT half-bridge inverter

The junction-to-case temperatures (Tjc) for the 600 V IGBT and its internal free-
wheeling diode are calculated using their respective thermal-to-case thermal resis-
tances and the power loss in each one of them.

Tjcl Rthjcl x [Pcond(module) + Pswitching(module)]

0.39 x 148.7

57.99 oe
TjcD RthjcD x [Prr(module) + pcond(module-diode)]

0.7 x 10.22

7.15 oe (4.92)

Only the maximum junction-to-case temperature is used, because it represents the
worst-case scenario. The maximum allowable case temperature (Tcase) at the max-
imum allowable junction temperature (Tj) is therefore given by:

150 - 57.99

92.01 oe (4.93)

The maximum allowable heat sink temperature (Ts) is given by

Ts Tc - [Rthcs(Total power loss per switch)]

92.01 - [0.035(158.92)]

86.45 oe (4.94)

The sink to ambient thermal resistance for a suitable heat sink to prevent the IGBT
module from overheating is calculated as follows:

T; - Ta
Rthsa = [Totalpower loss per inverter]

86.45 - 40
158.92oe

0.29 W (4.95)
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200VMOSFET 650 V CoolMOS 600VIGBT

inverter inverter inverter

1200 V IGBT

Half bridge

Rthsa 0.71 0.42 0.5 0.29

Table 4.10: Sink to ambient thermal resistances of the designed heat sinks.

The sink to ambient thermal resistance of the heat sinks for the four different inverters

are summarized in Table 4.10. These Rthsa values are for a 0 % thermal safety margin.

The Rthsa of each inverter should be reduced by at least 30 % to allow for a 30 % thermal

safety margin.

4.6 SUMMARY

The development and design of a low cost gate drive circuit for multilevel inverters was

investigated. Because of the requirement of isolated power supplies for all the gate drive

circuits, it was found that the success towards the design of a low cost gate drive cir-

cuit rested solely on the success of designing a low cost isolated power supply. A cost-

effective design of the gate drive circuit was accomplished by the development of a new

bootstrap power supply for multilevel inverters.

The inverter's output filter, heat sink and DC capacitors were successfully designed. The

pre-charging mechanism of the flying capacitors was presented and explained.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on the design and development of an FPGA-based digital controller,

to operate the soft-starting switches and to control the switching devices of the flying

capacitor multilevel inverter. An overcurrent protection method and an output voltage

regulation method are also discussed in this chapter.

5.2 CONTROL STRATEGY

An FPGA-based PWM controller was designed and developed for implementing the con-

trol algorithms for the four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter. MaxplusII program-

ming software and an IEEE standard VHDL programming language was used to generate

the control algorithms. The algorithms are given in detail in Appendix B. A digital con-

trol method was chosen because of its simplicity in implementing interleaved switching.

Due to the large memory requirement of the control algorithms, an FPGA-based con-

troller was chosen over a DSP-based. Figure 5.1 shows the picture of the developed

controller board.

Figure 5.1: A picture of the FPGA-based controller board.
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Figure 5.2: Functional block diagram of the controller.

The controller is comprised mainly of an FPGA (EPIK50TCI44-3) and an 8-bit analog-
to-digital converter (TLP548IP). A functional block diagram of this controller is shown
in Figure 5.2.
The FPGA generates interleaved gating signals for the inverter by comparing three phase-
shifted triangular carrier waveforms, generated internally, with a reference sine waveform
stored inside the FPGA. At most four reference sine waveforms with different modulation
indexes are stored in the FPGA. The FPGA also operates the two soft-starting switches
and helps with over-current protection by using an external current sensing circuit.
A simple feed-forward control algorithm for regulating the output voltage is also imple-
mented inside the FPGA. This voltage regulation method uses the FPGA in conjunction
with the analog-to-digital converter to ensure that the output voltage remains within the
specified range of230 V ±10% for any given input voltage between 750 V and 1000 V.
In the final system, the controller may contain prepaid metering algorithms as well as
the user interface algorithms. This will make the system more immune to by-passing
and tampering, because of the ease to disconnect a load by latching off the gating signals
whenever the prepaid power is all used up.
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Reference Modulation DC bus voltage Output voltage
waveform index range (V) range (V)

0.867 760 - 800 223 - 235
2 0.829 801 - 850 225 - 239
3 0.782 851 - 900 225 - 239
4 0.738 901 - 950 225 - 238

Table 5.1: Output voltage regulation.

5.3 VOLTAGE REGULATION

The analog-to-digital converter measures the input DC voltage and gives an 8-bit digital
output signal. A voltage variation on the DC bus will induce a change on the digital output
signal of the analog-to-digital converter. To keep the inverter's output voltage within the
specified range, the FPGA will automatically select a reference waveform with a desired
modulation index whenever this change is detected. The modulation indexes of the four
reference waveforms are given in Table 5.1.
From Table 5.1, it is clear that for a DC bus input voltage of between 760 V to 950 V the
output voltage will be bound between the specified range of 220 Vand 240 V. The output
voltages of Table 5.1 have been computed taking into account a ±10 V drop across any
three switching devices of the inverter.

5.3.1 Simulations of the feed-forward voltage regulation technique

A computer simulation of the feed-forward voltage regulation technique was conducted
on the power stage of the four-level FCMLI. For this simulation, the DC bus voltage
was varied between 750 Vand 900 V. The simulation model was constructed as shown
in Appendix A. The simulation model has two different reference waveforms, one with
a modulation index of 0.867 and the other with a modulation index of 0.738. Simula-
tion results obtained with this model without using the feed-forward voltage regulation
technique, i.e. using only the reference waveform with a modulation index ofO.867, are
shown in Figure 5.3. A significant change in the output voltage can be clearly observed
on Figure 5.3 when the DC bus voltage is changed from 750 V to 900 V.
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DC bus Voltage of flying

.> capacitor C1 Voltage of flying
capacitor C2 output voltage
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results of the four-level FCMLI without thefeed-forward output

voltage regulation.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results of a four-level FCMLI with the feed-forward output

voltage regulation.
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Simulation results obtained with the use of the feed-forward voltage regulation technique
are shown in Figure 5.4. At first the reference waveform with a modulation index ofO.867
was used and the DC bus voltage was set at 750 V. After a while the DC bus voltage was
increased from 750 V to 900 V. During the increment of the DC bus voltage, the reference
waveform with a modulation index ofO.738 was automatically selected to counteract the
effect caused by this increment on the output voltage.

5.4 OVER-CURRENT PROTECTION

The need to measure the flow of current in electronic systems is common. The fact that
switching devices employed in electronic systems have specific current ratings, warrants
the putting into place of measures to prevent failure of the devices due to over-current.
Measuring a current means converting it into a voltage, which may then be compared with
a reference signal in a comparator of a current sense circuit. There are several solutions
for doing this, these being:

• Using a current transformer
Using a sensing circuit that employs a current transformer as in Figure 5.5 is one
alternative of measuring the output current. This method is often used in high
power applications where electrical isolation is needed between the current to be
measured and the control circuit. This method of using a current transformer was
fully investigated for a low cost over-current protection circuit design. Due to the
high price of the current transformer, this method cannot be successfully used for
a low cost design .

• Using a shunt current sense resistor
The availability of extremely low value current sense resistors combined with opto-
isolated amplifiers presents a real alternative to using expensive sensors. This is
important in high power applications where electrical isolation is essential. This
method of current measurement with the use of a current sense resistor is illustrated
in Figure 5.6. The employment of Ohm's law in this method makes it the simplest
and the lowest cost method. The power loss in the resistor can be minimized by
amplifying the voltage with an operational amplifier. The important factors in this
case are the availability of sense resistors with values below 15 mn, up to 5 W
power rating with good surge withstand ability and low inductance.
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Figure 5.5: Current measurement with a current transformer.

In this application, the over-current protection circuit is designed to protect a switch-
ing device (in this case a 41 A rated IGBT) of a flying capacitor multilevel inverter,
against an over-current. The circuit is designed in such a way that the inverter will
go into over-current protection mode when the current flowing in the IGBT is equal
to 40 Apeak.

During a fault condition, the current is allowed to increase to 40 Apeak before the
inverter turns off. Using ohm's law (V=IR), the voltage seen across the current
sense resistor when a 40 Apeak current flows through it is equal to 0.6 V. Since
the voltage on the inverting terminal of the comparator should be more than 2.5 V
during a fault current, the gain factor of the non-inverting amplifier is therefore set
at 4.38. This will amplify the 0.6 V to 2.63 V. The comparator will compare the
amplified 2.63 V signal with a 2.5 V reference signal and send out a fault signal
that will latch off the gating signals in the controller. The gating signals will be
latched off only if the amplified signal on the inverting terminal of the comparator
is greater than the 2.5 V reference signal.
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Figure 5.6: Current measurement with a resistive shunt.

5.5 SOFT STARTER

The two soft-starting switches used to limit inrush current into the DC bus capacitors are
operated by this controller. This allows a degree of flexibility as to when to switch the
soft-starting switches "on" and when to switch them off, depending on the value of the
DC bus voltage. At start-up, the controller and the soft-starting switches are off, making
it possible for the DC bus capacitors to charge through the current limiting resistors in
parallel with the soft-starting switches. Once the DC bus capacitors are charged, the
auxiliary power supply self-starts and provides power to the controller. The controller
immediately turns "on" the soft-starting switches, thereby short-circuiting the current
limiting resistor. The soft-starting switches remain "on" until there is a power outage or
until the DC bus voltage drops to an unacceptable level.
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5.6 SUMMARY

A digital FPGA-based PWM controller was designed and developed successfully. The
control algorithms of the four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter were implemented
in this controller. The operation of the two soft-starting switches was also discussed. A
feed-forward voltage regulation method for regulating the output voltage of the flying
capacitor multilevel inverter was presented and discussed in this chapter. With the aid of
an external current sensing circuit, this controller is also used for protecting the switch-
ing devices against over-current. A series-shunt current sensing circuit for over-current
protection was also designed and discussed.
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Parameter Value Unit

Power rating 15 W

Input voltage 750 - 1000 V DC V

Switching frequency 50 kHz
Regulated de output voltages:

Output 1 30 V

Output 2 30 V

Output 3 22 V

Output4 22 V

Output 5 22 V

Output 6 7 V

Table 6.1: Auxiliary power supply specifications.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

A major problem facing DC to AC inverters is the power supply problem. Since these

DC to AC inverters are exposed only to a high de voltage, somehow this high de voltage

should be used to generate regulated de power supplies for the electronic circuitry of

these inverters. What is going to provide power to these electronic circuitry to turn "on"

the inverter? The answer is an auxiliary self-powering power supply. This auxiliary

power supply uses a bootstrap circuit, which is a method of direct powering from the

input voltage, in this case de voltage, for a short period of time. Bootstrap circuits can be

passive and cheap, using only resistors and capacitors, or active with turn-off circuits to

save power when the power supply is up and running.

The auxiliary power supply specifications are given in Table 6.1.

6.2 INPUT-SERIES-OUTPUT-PARALLEL TOPOLOGY

Figure 6.1 shows a block diagram of a self-starting auxiliary power supply that is based

on the input-series-output-parallel (ISOP) inverter topology [19]. The main components

shown in the block diagram are:

• An SG3525 pulse width modulator - used to generate pulse width modulated con-

trol signals for the switches of the two series stacked half-bridge inverters.
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of a self-starting auxiliary power supply.

• A voltage controlled switch - used to isolate the pulse width modulator from the
bootstrap components, so that the modulator does not draw current before the boot-
strap capacitor is fully charged.

• Two MCT2E opto-couplers - used to prevent the gate drive circuits from drawing
current from the bootstrap components before they are fully charged.

• Two dual gate drive and opto-coupler IC's (HCPL314J) - these are gate drive cir-
cuits for the switching devices of the two stacked inverters and they also provide
electrical isolation between the gate drive circuit and the pulse width modulator.

• Two small E-core transformers - provide electrical isolation between the multiple
outputs of the ISOP inverter.

For this application the minimum input voltage of the auxiliary power supply is about
750 V. Due to the high input voltage, an insulated gate bipolar transistor should be used
instead of a MOSFET in a conventional half-bridge topology. Most IGBT's have a
switching frequency limited to around 30 kHz and they are not cost-effective. To in-
crease the switching frequency for reduction of system size and cost; a MOSFET should
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be considered as a switching device. However, due to the high input voltage, a MOSFET
cannot be used in a conventional bridge topology unless the device is series connected to
sustain the high voltage.

The problems of the device series connection can be solved by the input-series-output
parallel (ISOP)-connected inverter configuration discussed in the literature review under
the switch mode power supply section. In this configuration the input voltage is divided
by the series connected input capacitors and the outputs are paralleled. Each of the series
stacked inverter experiences only half the input voltage so that a lower voltage-rating
device, i.e. a MOSFET, can be used for higher switching frequency operation [19].

6.3 CONTROL METHOD

Since this topology consists of two series stacked identical half-bridge inverters that
switches at the same time, a simple pulse-width modulation controller for a half-bridge
inverter is required for this application. The controller and gate drive circuit is shown in
Figure 6.2. The controller circuit consists of a saw-tooth generator, a reference voltage,
an error amplifier and a comparator. The frequency of the saw-tooth is set by adjusting
an external resistance of an RC circuit connected to a specific terminal of the SG3525
pulse width modulator. The control signals are generated by comparing the saw-tooth
waveform and the reference waveform in the comparator.

The fact that the inverter should be able to self-start with a passive bootstrap power supply
makes the selection of the control components, i.e. the pulse width modulator and the
bootstrap components, an important aspect of this design. A passive bootstrap circuit
requires a controller with a wide hysteresis band on its under-voltage lockout setting.
This helps in minimizing the size of the bootstrap components and gives the inverter
time to start properly before the bootstrapped supply voltage, Vcc, runs out of steam.
For this application a pulse width modulator (SG3525) with an internal input under-
voltage lockout, was used. For the gate drive circuit, two HCPL314J dual gate driver IC's
from Agilent Technologies with built-in optocouplers were used. These gate drivers are
suitable for bootstrap power supply applications since they have low power consumption.
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reference
voltage

Figure 6.2: Pulse width modulator and gate drives.

6.3.1 Design of the gate drive circuit components

The design and selection of the gate resistor and the bootstrap components for the gate
drive circuit of Figure 6.2 are as follows:

• Gate resistor.
IGBTs and MOSFETs are both voltage-controlled devices. To tum on the device,
a voltage must be applied between the gate and the source terminals.

Using Figure 6.3 and the same method as the one illustrated in Section 4.2.3, the
gate resistance is given by:

Rg(min) =
Vgate - 8
Ig(max)
15 - 8
0.4

17.5 n (6.1)

Where Ig(max) is the maximum output current of the gate drive IC, Vgate is the ap-
plied gate to emitter voltage and 8 V is the voltage at which the gate capacitances
become fully charged.

The power dissipated in the gate resistor during tum on is given by:

P max(gate) = I;(max) Rg(min)
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Figure 6.3: Graph ofa typical gate charge of the SPP03N60S5 Coo/MaS [39].

(0.4)2(17.5)

2.8 W (6.2)

Since energy is defined as the power dissipated over a period of time, the energy
consumed by the gate resistor at turn on is estimated by:

Emax(gate) P max (gate ) ton

(2.8)(60 X 10-9)

168 nl (6.3)

Where ton is obtained from the datasheet and is the turn on time of the gate.

• Bootstrap capacitor.
The bootstrap capacitor's selection is based on the fact that it should be able to

provide enough turn-on energy to the gate of the switching device and the gate
drive circuit without its voltage dropping too low. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4.

The law of conservation of energy states that energy may neither be created or
destroyed. Since the sum of all the energies in a system is constant, the energy
consumed from the bootstrap capacitor of Figure 6.4 is given by:

Energy consumed from the capacitor (C) = (lj2)CV1
2 - (lj2)CV2

2 (6.4)
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Figure 6.4: Bootstrap capacitor voltage.

The total energy consumed from the bootstrap capacitor during turn on, by the gate
drive circuit is summarized in Table 6.2. The energy consumed by the gate drive
IC is obtained from its datasheet and the energy consumed by the gate resistor is
calculated in Eq. 6.3.

Energy consumed from Symbol Value Units
the bootstrap capacitor
Energy consumed by EIC 210 X 10-9 J
gate driver IC
Energy consumed by ERg 168 X 10-9 J
the gate resistor
Total Energy E drivecircuit 378 x 10-9 J

Table 6.2: SPP03N60S5 parameters, obtainedfrom its datasheet.

Assuming VI and V2 in Figure 6.4 to be equal to 15 V and 14.5 V respectively, the
value of the bootstrap capacitor (C) is calculated using Eq. (6.4) to be:

c 2(210 X 10-9 + 168 x 10-9)
(152 - 14.52)

51 nF (6.5)

• Bootstrap diode.
The bootstrap components of the power supply of the gate drive circuit were care-
fully chosen. The bootstrap diodes have to be fast recovery diodes and should
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be able to withstand a maximum voltage of 500 V. The diodes used are BYV26E
1000 V ultrafast recovery diodes with a reverse recovery time of 75 ns.

6.4 TRANSFORMER DESIGN

Winding Voltage (V) Current (rnA) Purpose
1 30 100 power the gate drives of

top switches of the FCMLI
2 30 100 power the gate drives of

bottom switches of the FCMLI
3 22 100 assist the bootstrap power supply

of the SG3525 modulator at start-up
4 22 100 assist the bootstrap power

supply of the MCT2E at start-up
5 22 100 assist the bootstrap power

supply of the MCT2E at start-up
6 7 100 power the controller

of the FCMLI

Table 6.3: Transformer's multiple outputs.

The auxiliary power supply has to supply start-up power to the main inverter's gate drive
and controller circuitry. It also has to provide power to boost the self-start bootstrap
power supply mechanism so that eventually it will take over and run of its own generated
power. Hence, the transformer has to have multiple outputs. The voltages of these multi-
ple outputs are given in Table 6.3.

The design of the transformer is as follows:
Since the two half-bridge inverters are series stacked, at 1000 V (which is the maximum
voltage the main inverter should be able to operate at) the primary voltage of the trans-
former is bound at -250 V and 250 V.

An E-core of type E/42/21/15 made of an N27 material was chosen for the design of the
transformer. This choice was made because E-cores are suitable for inverter and switch-
ing power transformer applications and because N27 material E-cores are recommended
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Figure 6.5: Transformer primary voltage andjiux waveforms.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Effective area of core Ae 178 mm2

Maximum magnetic flux Bm 200 mT
density of core
Maximum magnetic flux ip= ë;», 35.6 IlWb
Switching frequency is 50 kHz
Maximum primary side voltage Vp 250 V
Minimum input voltage Vd/2 375 V

Table 6.4: Transformer design parameters.

for power applications in the frequency range of up to 100 kHz.
The design input parameters are given in Table 6.4.
Faraday's law is used in the design of the primary windings. Rearranging Faraday's law

dr.p
Vp = Nl dt (6.6)

we get

!::lt
Nl = Vp !::lr.p (6.7)

Since ip = BmAe then,

Nl = Vp Ts ~
4Ae!::lBm
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= 35 turns (6.8)

The value 35 is the minimum number of primary turns that will make the transformer not
to saturate. The primary number of turns on the transformers used is 52.

From Eq. 2.24 and Eq. 6.8 the secondary windings for the secondary voltages are:

• 30 V windings

N2
(30 V)(52 turns)

(375)(0.5)
8 turns

• 22 V windings

N2
(22 V)(52 turns)

(375)(0.5)
6 turns

• 7 V windings

N2
(7 V)(52 turns)

(375)(0.5)
2 turns

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11 )

The thickness of the primary and secondary wires is a function of the current flowing
through them, and is determined using the maximum current density of 6 Azrnm". The
cross-sectional area of the secondary wire (A sec) is therefore given by:

lp
Asec = "6 (6.12)

The diameter of the secondary wire is given by:

J4~ecDiameter = /I

~4~) (6.13)
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Using Eq. 6.13, the diameters of the 250 rnA and 100 rnA secondary wires are equal to

0.23 mm and 0.145 mm respectively. A wire of diameter 0.4 mm was used for all the

secondary windings.

The primary current is given by the relation:

lp = Vs = N2 D
Is Vp Nl

(6.14)

The secondary currents induce a total current of about 39.4 rnA into the primary winding.

Therefore the cross-sectional area of the primary wire is given by:

39.4 x 10-3

6
0.006 mm?

Aprim
(6.15)

The thickness of each of the secondary wires is given by:

J4A;im

0.1 mm

Diameter

(6.l6)

The diameter of the primary wire is therefore equal to 0.1 mm, but a wire of diameter

0.4 mm was used in the design.

6.5 THERMAL DESIGN OF THE SWITCHING DEVICES

The voltage rating and current rating of the switching devices have to be more than half

the DC bus voltage and more than the primary current of the transformer, respectively.

The average current flowing in the primary side of the transformer is equal to 39.4 rnA

and half of the maximum DC bus voltage is equal to 500 V. A suitable and easily accessi-

ble switch for this application was found to be a SPP03N60S5 CoolMOS semiconductor.

The voltage rating and current rating of this switch are 650 V and 3.2 A respectively. To

ensure that the switching devices do not overheat, the power loss in these devices are cal-

culated in order to select an appropriate heat sink. A proper thermal design will enhance

the transfer rate of the dissipated power to the cooler surroundings of a heat generating

device by conduction and convection. The parameters required to calculate the power

losses are obtained from the device datasheet, and are summarized in Table 6.5. The

maximum dissipated power in a switch is given by the sum of the switching power loss,

the conduction loss and the reverse recovery losses in that switch. These are calculated

as follows:
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• Conduction losses in the CoolMOS switch.

Using Eq. 4.61, the conduction losses dissipated in a CoolMOS are given by:

pcond(CooIMOS)
RtIkMS

2
(1.4)(39.4 x 10-3)2

2
1.1 mW (6.17)

Where Rt is the on-state resistance and IRMS is the RMS current flowing in the

CoolMOS switch.

• Switching losses in the CoolMOS switch.

Using Eq. 4.69 we get

Pswitching(CooIMOS) ;~ VdB(ton + tOf!)

50000 (500)(39.4 x 10-3)(115 x 10-9)
27r

18 mW (6.18)

Where B is the peak current flowing through the switch.

• Reverse recovery losses in the anti-parallel diode.

Using Eq. 4.75, the reverse recovery losses in the anti-parallel diode are given by:

Prr(CooIMOS) 0.125(Irr) (trr) (Vcell) (is)

0.125(39.4 x 10-3)(1700 x 10-9)(500)(50000)

210 mW (6.19)

Parameter Value Units

On state resistance 1.4 n
turn on time 60 ns

turn off time 55 ns

Diode forward 1.2 V

Table 6.5: Thermal parameters of the SPP03N60S5.
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The sum of the total power loss dissipated in one of the four CoolMOS switching devices
is equal to 0.25 W. The total power dissipated by the four devices of the auxiliary power
supply is therefore equal to 0.25 x 4 = 1 W. The total power loss is negligibly small to
warrant the use of a heat sink.

6.6 THE SELF-STARTING MECHANISM

This section discusses the mechanism behind the operation of the auxiliary self-starting
power supply mentioned in Section 6.2. A bootstrap method is used to start-up this
inverter from the DC bus voltage. The pulse-width modulator used has an undervoltage
lockout setting on its supply voltage terminal. This feature prevents the modulator from
turning on before the supply voltage is above or equal to VUL (Under Voltage Lockout).
The self-starting circuit of Figure 6.6 is comprised of two main parts. These are:

0.5M

24

470 u

- 2.57k

Figure 6.6: A self-starting circuit for the auxiliary power supply.

• A circuit to provide power to the pulse width modulator.
This circuit is composed of a bootstrap power supply circuit and a voltage con-
trolled switch. The voltage controlled switch consists mainly of a pnp transistor
(2N2907), an npn transistor (2N2222) and a 16 V zener diode. Initially the two
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Figure 6.7: Simulation results of the voltage controlled switch.

transistors are off and the zener diode is blocking voltage VD, therefore allowing
VD to rise to 16 V.With VD equal to 16 V, the zener diode starts to conduct. Dur-
ing this time the collector to base voltage of the pnp transistor is greater than the
threshold voltage ofO.7 V.

This turns the pnp transistor "on" and allows power to flow to the pulse width
modulator. During this time, voltage VE is pulled above the 0.7 V threshold voltage
of the npn transistor. With VE above 0.7 V the npn transistor turns "on" and pulls
the base voltage of the pnp transistor to ground so that the pnp transistor (2N2907)
remains "on". A PSPICE simulation result of this circuit is shown in Figure 6.7.

• A circuit to provide power to the gate drives.

This circuit is composed of two opto-couplers and two bootstrap power supply
circuits, for supplying power to the gate drive circuits of the top and bottom half-
bridge inverters.

The basic operating principle of this circuit is as follows:
The two 220 /-IF capacitors charges slowly through the two 0.39 MO resistors. Due to the
clamping 16 V zener diodes the voltage of these capacitors can only reach a maximum
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of 16 V. Since the two MCT2E opto-couplers are off the voltage of the 220 /-lF capacitors
will remain at 16V until the opto-couplers are switched "on".

The 470/-lF capacitor slowly charges through the 0.5 Mn resistor. This capacitor can
only charge to a maximum of 16 V, because of the 16 V clamping zener diode. During
this charging time the voltage controlled switch is off. Once the voltage across the 470 /-IF

reaches 16 V, the voltage controlled switch is automatically turned "on" to provide start-
up power to the pulse width modulator and also to provide a high impedance signal to
the photodiodes of the MCT2E opto-couplers. This high impedance signal switches "on"
the transistors of the MCT2E and therefore allowing power to flow to the gate drives.

After the circuit has started switching, special windings on the transformer provides
power to the critical components of the self-starting circuit to make the power supply
self-sufficient.

It is vital for the two 220 /-lF capacitors to charge to 16 V faster than the 470 /-lF capaci-
tor, since the voltages of the two 220 /-IF capacitors have to be at 16V potential when the
voltage controlled switch turns "on". This is illustrated in Figure 6.8. The Figure 6.8 is
obtained with a Matlab program of Appendix B and it shows only the linear part of the
exponential capacitor voltage waveforms.

The 220 /-IF and 470 /-IF capacitor values were randomly selected and their charging times
chosen to be approximately 3 and 5 seconds respectively for a minimum DC bus voltage
of 750 V. The resistor values are designed to fulfil the timing requirement. Knowing the
capacitor values and their desired charging times, the resistor values can be calculated
using the equation of an RC step response circuit. The equation of an RC step response
circuit is given by [34]:

v(t) = Vs(l - e-t/RC) (6.20)

The resistor values are calculated to be:

• A charging resistor for the 220/-lF with Vs = 375V.

From Equation (6.20) we have:

R _ -t
- C (In (vs;~(t)))
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Figure 6.8: The graph of the capacitor voltages.

~ 0.3 MO (6.21)

Where: t = 3 s.
C = 220 /-LF.
Vs = 375 V.
v(t) = 16 V.

• A charging resistor for the 470/-LF with Vs = 750V.

-t
R

C (In (V,~~(t)))
~ 0.5 MO (6.22)

Where: t = 5 s.
C = 470 /-LF.
Vs = 750 V.
v(t) = 16 V.

6.7 SUMMARY

To address the power supply problem facing DC to AC inverters, a self-powering aux-
iliary power supply based on the input-series-output-parallel topology was introduced.
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The bootstrap components of this self-starting circuit were designed and the principle
of operation of the self-starting circuit discussed. The pulse width modulation control
method of this auxiliary power supply was discussed. A multiple output transformer for
supplying electrically isolated de power supplies to the four-level FCMLI was designed
successfully. A thermal design for the switching devices of the auxiliary power supply
was done but the power loss in the devices was negligibly small to warrant the use of a
heat sink.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on the cost analysis of the different inverters under investigation for
a low cost inverter design. These inverters are:

• A Four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter (FCMLI) with 41 A, 600 V IGBT
switching devices.

• A Four-level FCMLI with 20 A, 650 V CoolMOS switching devices.

• An Eight-level FCMLI with ordinary 200 V MOSFET switching devices.

• A standard 1200 V IGBT half-bridge inverter.

A brief analysis of the switching devices is also presented. This analysis will help to
establish as to which device and inverter has robust and cost-effective properties desired
for this design.

7.2 COST ANALYSIS

400

o Filter Inductor

.Modulator

• Flying Capacitors_ 1000

-~ 800
'iiio
u 600

.Auxiliary Power Supply

o DC-bus Capacitors

IElGate Drive & Power Supply

200
.Heatsink

o
200V 600V 600V 1200V
MOS MOS IGBT IGBT

(Module)

• Semiconductor

Figure 7.1: Graph of components cost.
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200VMOSFET 650 V CoolMOS 600VIGBT 1200 V IGBT
inverter inverter inverter Half bridge

Filter inductor 18 99 99 893
value (/lH)

Total power losses 161.56 145.5 140.79 158.92
per inverter (W)

Efficiency 95.4 95.8 96.0 95.4
(%)
Rthsa 0.71 0.42 0.5 0.29
eCjW)

Switch Price 17 35 42 750
(R)

Price of switches 17 x 14 35 x 6 42 x 6 750 x 1
per inverter (R) = 238 = 210 =252 =750

Table 7.1: Efficiency, cost and size comparison for the different inverters.

The analysis was made by comparing the price and robustness of components required for
each of the investigated inverters. The price of components in this analysis is in South
African Rands (ZAR) and is based on a currency exchange rate of 10 South African
Rands to 1 United States Dollar (USD). The efficiency, the price, the size as well as the
ruggedness of the switching devices used in each inverter played a significant role in the
analysis.
The equations used to calculate the parameters considered in the cost analysis are out-
lined in Section 4.5 and their values are summarized in Table 7.1. The components cost
shown in Figure 7.1 are that of experimental prototypes and a significant reduction of the
components cost is envisaged if the inverters are to be produced in large quantities. The
graph was plotted using a spreadsheet and the price of each component is as telephoni-
cally advised by the supplier of that particular component.

From the analysis of Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1, the two four-level flying capacitor multi-
level inverters emerged as superior to the eight-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter
in terms of cost, size and performance. Although the 1200 V IGBT half-bridge inverter
matched the four-level FCMLI with regard to efficiency, its large filter inductor and an
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expensive switching device make it unsuitable for a cost-effective design. The eight-level

200 V MOSFET flying capacitor multilevel inverter has the smallest filter inductor, but

its large size mainly due to extra components makes the four-level multilevel inverter the

most attractive option.

7.3 SWITCHING DEVICE SELECTION

The voltage rating of the switching device depends on the type of inverter used. For ex-

ample, the switching devices for a half-bridge inverter should be capable of sustaining

the DC bus voltage of about a 1000 V, whereas those of a multilevel inverter should be

able to sustain only the cell voltage, which is a fraction of the DC bus voltage.

The current rating of the switching devices is independent of the type of inverter used and

it should be greater or equal to the maximum inductor current (i!). Assuming a maximum

ripple current of 25%, the maximum inductor current is given by:

Zl il + 0.25il

22.5 + (0.25)(22.5)

28.1 A (7.1)

Where.z, = (S /Vo(min}) y'2. The current rating of the switching device should be 2": 28.1A.

Device

SPW20N60S5

Description Voltage rating Current rating

(V) (A)

Power MOSFET 200 19

CoolMOS 650 20

lOBT 600 41

lOBT module 1200 50

IRF640

SKW30N60

CD50UDE

Table 7.2: The switching devices for the different inverters.
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Four different switching devices were considered in the device selection. The part num-
bers of the switching devices as well as their current and voltage ratings are given in
Table 7.2. The pros and cons of each device in the quest for realizing the objectives of
this research are briefly discussed. The devices are:

• A 1200 V, 50 A IGBT half-bridge module.
Itwas mentioned in Chapter 1 that the decision to investigate the use of multilevel
inverters was made after constructing a standard half-bridge inverter and observ-
ing that the price of the switching device was high and the size of the heat sink
was large. This device is therefore introduced in this section for the purpose of
comparing its price, size and efficiency with those of the investigated multilevel
inverters.

• A 200 V, 19A ordinary MOSFET semiconductor.
For this application, these devices can only be used in a multilevel inverter with a
minimum of eight levels. This is due to the small voltage rating of these devices.
The individual pricing and power loss of the switching devices are reasonable at a
switching frequency as high as 50 kHz. Since the eight-level FCMLI requires extra
components, this option is costly as compared to that of the four-level FCMLI.

• A 650 V, 20 A CoolMOS semiconductor.
In literature much was said about these new state-of-the-art devices. These 650 V
semiconductors have a much higher voltage blocking capability than ordinary MOS-
FETs, therefore allowing the design of multilevel inverters with fewer levels and
thereby reducing system size and cost. A CoolMOS device's on-state resistance
(Rds(on)) is reduced by a factor of five for the same chip area as an ordinary MOS-
FET, hence a significant reduction of the conduction losses.

• A 600 V, 41 A IGBT semiconductor.
Fast IGBT in NPT-technology with soft, fast recovery anti-parallel EmCon diode
offers 75% lower Eo!! compared to the previous generation. This is combined with
low conduction losses, short circuit withstand time of 10 us, excellent ruggedness
and temperature stable behaviour. The IGBT is also superior in terms of current-
carrying capability to the standard MOSFET and CoolMOS under typical operating
conditions of up to 100 kHz.
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7.4 SUMMARY

The research's objective is to design a small sized, low cost and efficient inverter. From
the analysis in Section 7.2 and Section 7.3 the following conclusions can be deduced:

• Although the standard half-bridge inverter has an efficiency that matches that of the
CoolMOS and IGBT inverters, its large filter inductor and high switching device
price make it unsuitable for a low cost and small size design. The price of its heat
sink is almost twice the price of that of the IGBT inverter, since its heat sink's
thermal resistance value is almost twice that of the IGBT.

• For the eight-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter, the heat sink is reduced by
almost 60% as compared to that of the standard half-bridge inverter and it also has
the smallest filter inductor. But the size of this inverter is large due to the extra
components that come with the higher number of levels.

• In terms of size, efficiency and cost, the two four-level flying capacitor multilevel
inverters emerged superior as compared to the standard half-bridge inverter and
the eight-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter. But due to the high current
carrying capability and the excellent ruggedness offered by the IGBT, the four-
level flying capacitor multilevel inverter using IGBT switching devices was chosen
for development.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents experimental results obtained from the practical work done on the
auxiliary power supply and its self-starting circuit described in Chapter 6, the controller
in Chapter 5 and the four-level inverter selected in Chapter 7. Experimental results veri-
fying the feasibility of the developed bootstrap power supply on multilevel inverters are
also presented in this chapter. The results in this Chapter were obtained using the follow-
ing equipment: a Tektronix TDS3014 four-channel digital phosphor oscilloscope and a
Tektronix P30 10 voltage probe. The data was transferred on a stiffy and either plotted
with Microsoft Excel or shown as a bitmap diagram.

8.2 AUXILIARY POWER SUPPLY

The purpose of the experimental work in this section is to verify that the self-starting
auxiliary power supply complies with its specifications. The specifications are again
given in Table 8.1.

Parameter Value Unit
Power rating 15 W

Input voltage 750 - 1000 V DC V
Switching frequency 50 kHz
Regulated de output voltages:

Output 1 30 V
Output 2 30 V
Output 3 22 V
Output4 22 V
Output 5 22 V
Output 6 7 V

Table 8.1: The auxiliary power supply specifications.
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Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Electrolytic DC Cd 470 J1F
bus capacitor
High frequency DC Cd 0.47 J1F
bus capacitor
DC bus voltage Vd 750 VDC
Switching frequency is 50 kHz
Duty cycle D 0.5

Table 8.2: The experimental parameters of the four-level multilevel inverter.

Step-up
transformer with

variac
Diode

Rectifier

Two series stacked
MOSFET haK·
bridge inverters

.?::-2:--
:>
(/)

>§-----1
Load

Figure 8.1: A block diagram of the auxiliary power supply's experimental setup.

8.2.1 Experimental setup - Auxiliary Power Supply

Figure 8.1 shows a block diagram of an experimental set-up of the auxiliary power sup-
ply. The set-up is comprised mainly of two series-stacked MOSFET phase arms, a con-
trol circuit, a self-starting circuit and two input-series-output-parallel connected step-
down transformers. Each MOSFET phase arm, developed at the University of Stellen-
bosch for undergraduate study purposes, consists of two 600 V, lOA MOSFET switches
(IRFPC50) and two series connected 450 V, 470 J1F DC bus capacitors. 1 W resistors
were used as loads on the secondary side of the transformers. The resistance values of
these resistors was determined using the amount of current flowing in each secondary
winding as per system's specifications. The SG3425-based PWM control circuit and the
self-starting circuit used in this setup were discussed in Chapter 6. The control circuit
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Figure 8.2: A picture of the experimental prototype of the auxiliary power supply.

is used to generate the PWM gating signals for the two series-stacked MOSFET phase
arms while the self-starting circuit is used to provide self-starting power for the con-
trol and gate drive circuits. A full schematic of the auxiliary power supply is given in
Appendix C. The picture of the experimental prototype is shown in Figure 8.2.

8.2.2 Experimental results - Auxiliary Power Supply

Figure 8.3 shows the results obtained from the self-starting circuit. The voltages of the
470 /-IF and the 220 /-IF capacitors charges exponentially. Due to the long time it takes the
two capacitors to charge to the desired 16 V, the exponential rise of the voltages was not
captured. The results in Figure 8.3 show key voltages of the self-starting circuit during
turn "on" of the voltage controlled switch. Immediately after the voltage of the 470 /-IF

capacitor reaches 16 V, power starts flowing to the pulse width modulator and the gate
drive circuits.
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Figure 8.3: The experimental results of the self-starting circuit.

Figure 8.4 shows the output results of the self-starting auxiliary power supply. These

results show that the auxiliary power supply self-started successfully and that it complies

with its specifications. Since a 5 V regulated voltage is required at the input of the

controller, a 5 V linear voltage regulator is connected on the output providing power to the

controller. The 5 V regulated voltage is also shown in Figure 8.4. The remaining outputs

provide power to circuits incorporating zener based voltage regulation techniques, hence

voltage regulation on these outputs is unnecessary.
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Figure 8.4: The experimental results of the auxiliary power supply.
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8.3 BOOTSTRAP POWER SUPPLY

The main aim of the experimental work in this section is to verify the feasibility of the
developed bootstrap power supply for multilevel inverters. The power supply was intro-
duced and discussed in Chapter 4. This bootstrap power supply is tested on an eight-level
flying capacitor multilevel inverter.

8.3.1 Experimental setup - Bootstrap Power Supply

The eight-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter was constructed using seven MOSFET
phase arms, developed at the University of Stellenbosch, and an FPGA based control
circuit. The control circuit is used to generate fourteen PWM gating signals for the
switching devices. To generate the PWM signals, seven carrier waveforms of frequency
50 kHz are generated inside the FPGA and compared with a reference waveform stored
in the FPGA. Dead times of 1 J-Lsare implemented inside the FPGA. A picture of the
experimental prototype is shown in Figure 8.5

Figure 8.5: A picture of an eight-level FCMLI experimental prototype.
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8.3.2 Experimental results - Bootstrap Power Supply

Switch no. Bootstrap capacitor Voltage fed to
voltage the gate drives

1 24.9 15
2 25.6 15
3 26.1 15
4 26.8 15
5 27.5 15
6 28.2 15
7 29.0 15
8 24.8 15
9 25.3 15
10 25.9 15
11 26.8 15
12 27.4 15
13 28.2 15
14 29.0 15

Table 8.3: Th€!;bootstrap power supply voltages.

TOP

BOTTOM

The results obtained with the experimental prototype of the eight-level flying capacitor
multilevel inverter using the developed bootstrap power supply, at a DC bus voltage of
420 V, are shown in Figure 8.6. The power supply voltages measured on the gate drive
circuit of each of the fourteen switches are summarized in Table 8.3.

From the results of Table 8.3, the voltage drop across the bootstrap diodes mentioned in
Chapter 4 is evident. But due to the employed zener-based voltage regulator the supply
voltage of each of the fourteen gate drive circuits is 15 V. The results of Figure 8.6 and
Table 8.3 verify the feasibility of the developed bootstrap power supply on multilevel
inverters.
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(al Filtered output voltage of an
eight-level FCMLI

(al Unfiltered output voltage of
an eight-level FCMLI

Figure 8.6: The output voltage waveforms of the eight-level FCMLI.

8.4 CONTROLLER

The output voltage feed-forward regulation and the overcurrent protection techniques
implemented in the controller are experimentally evaluated in this section.

8.4.1 Feed-forward voltage regulation

• Experimental setup - Feed-forward voltage regulation
The experimental setup of the feed-forward voltage regulation circuit is as shown
in Figure 8.7.
The setup consists of a four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter, an FPGA
based controller and an analog-to-digital converter circuit. The analog-to-digital
converter circuit and the controller circuit were not mounted on the same PCB. To
avoid electro-magnetic interference related problems, the feasibility of the feed-
forward voltage regulation technique was demonstrated at low voltage levels. Since
the reference voltage of the analog-to-digital converter is bound between 0 V and
5 V, the input analog voltage will also be within the 0 - 5 V range. Having stored
four reference waveforms inside the FPGA led to the 0 V to 5 V range being di-
vided by four. This means that the first reference waveform will be selected when
the analog input voltage is bound between 0 V and 1.25 V. Since the analog to
digital converter is an 8-bit device, the digital output will be bound between 0 and
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Figure 8.7: The circuit diagram ofthefeed-forward voltage regulation technique.

64 when the analog input is within the 0 V to 1.25 V range.

The voltage divider circuit, in Figure 8.7, that feeds the analog-to-digital converter
with an analog input was designed such that the analog input voltage is equal to
1.25 V when the DC bus voltage is 101 V. AIO Mn high voltage resistor was used
as part of the voltage divider circuit. To achieve a 1.25 V at the analog input of
the AD, a resistor that is 40 times smaller as compared to the 10M ohm resistor
should be used to complete the voltage divider circuit. Dividing 10 x 106 by 40
gives 250 x 103, hence a 250 kn was used.

Due to the ripple in the DC bus voltage, a low pass filter should be employed to
filter the high frequency component of the ripple voltage. The value of the filter
capacitor to be used for a cut-off frequency of 10Hz was determined.
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VOUT

+

RL= 270k 1

(

Figure 8.8: A low pass filter voltage divider circuit

Using the transfer function theory [34] and choosing a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz,
the value of the capacitor in Figure 8.8 is given by:

RL+R
We

RLRC

C RL+R
RLRwe
380 nF (8.1)

Where We is the cut-off frequency. Due to unavailability of a 380 nF capacitor, a
390 nF capacitor was used instead.

To demonstrate the functionality of this regulation technique, the circuit was re-
designed for de input voltages of up to 400 V. The output voltage was regulated
between 20 V and 40 V, instead of regulating it between 220 V and 240 V. The
modulation indexes of the four reference sine waveforms are given in Table 8.4.
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Modulation DC bus voltage Output voltage
index range (V) (V)
0.867 100 30
0.566 101 - 200 20 - 40
0.377 201 - 300 27 - 40
0.283 301 - 400 30 - 40

Reference
waveform
1

2
3
4

Table 8.4: The output voltage regulation parameters.

• Experimental results - Feed-forward voltage regulation

1st reference waveform 2nd reference waveform
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Figure 8.9: The regulated output voltage of the FCMLI for a 100 V input voltage.

The results of Figure 8.9 were obtained with a DC bus voltage of between ±100 V
and ±200 V. The results are explained as follows: Firstly, the de input voltage was
increased to just below the 100 V level. During this time the reference waveform
employed inside the FPGA is the one with a modulation index ofO.867.
Secondly, after a while the de input voltage was increased to just above the 100 V
level. The results of Figure 8.9 shows the point of regulation when the voltage goes
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Figure 8.10: The regulated output voltage of the FCMLlfor a 200 Vinput voltage.

above 100 V. This occurs when the 0.867 modulation index reference waveform
is automatically disabled and the 0.566 modulation index reference waveform is
selected.
Thirdly, the voltage was increased to just below 200 V and lastly the voltage was
increased to above 200 V level. Figure 8.10 shows the output voltage during the
voltage regulation. Problems associated with electro-magnetic interference (EMI)
came into play when the de voltage is above 200 V. These EMI problems could
be avoided by mounting the FPGA and the analog-to-digital converter on the same
PCB.
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8.4.2 Overcurrent protection

'IlIkSlop

Gftll I"m' :hl: 5.00 V .M~.OOm, 1\ al J 410mV
Chl[-S]iO'\1···_····s-:-ó·O'Kit 12oct 2002

(a) Results for a load current of 38 A (a) Results for a load current of 40 A

Figure 8.11: The results of the current sense circuit.

• Experimental setup - Overcurrent protection
The experimental setup of the overcurrent protection circuit is mainly comprised of
a 15mn current sense resistor, an operational amplifier, an inverting amplifier, two
comparators and a non-inverting optocoupler. The amplifier is used to amplify the
voltage across the current sense resistor. The two comparators compares the pos-
itive and negative cycles of the amplified voltage, whilst the optocoupler provides
electrical isolation between the controller and the current sensing circuit. The cir-
cuit is designed such that the controller will see a fault signal from the optocoupler
when the current flowing through the current sense resistor is equal to 40 A.

• Experimental Results - Overcurrent protection
The experimental results obtained with the setup described above are shown in
Figure 8.11. The results show that when the current flowing through the current
sense resistor is below 40 A, the output of the comparator is high. The instant
the current flowing through the current sense resistor reaches 40 A, the output
of comparator goes low. During this time the controller goes into an overcurrent
protection mode.
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8.5 POWER STAGE OF THE FOUR-LEVEL FCMLI
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Figure 8.12: A block diagram of the experimental setup of the inverter.

This section presents experimental results obtained from the four-level flying capacitor
multilevel inverter with bootstrap powered gate drive circuits. The inverter was only
exposed to 750 V DC bus voltage and the auxiliary power supply in Chapter 6 was em-
ployed to provide the control and gate drive circuitry with the required regulated de power
supplies.

8.5.1 Experimental setup - Power Stage

Figure 8.12 is a block diagram of the experimental set-up. The set-up consists of a
400 V power supply, a step-up transformer, a diode rectifier, a power stage of a four-
level flying capacitor multilevel inverter, a controller, an auxiliary power supply and a
load. The power stage is comprised of the DC bus capacitors, a series connection of
six SKW30N60 lOBT switches (600 V and 41 A rated voltage and current), two flying
capacitors, an output filter and a load.
The experimental circuit of the power stage is as shown in Figure 8.13 and the exper-
imental parameters of the components used are given in Table 8.5. The controller of
Chapter 5 provides the control signals for the switching devices of the inverter, whereas
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Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Electrolytic DC Cd 2200 /-lF

bus capacitor

High frequency DC Cd 0.47 /-lF

bus capacitor

DC bus voltage Vd 750 VDC

Output filter capacitor Cf 2 /-lF

Flying capacitor Ck 2.5 /-lF

Output filter inductor Lf 99 /-lH

Load resistance R 15 n
Switching frequency is 50 kHz

Table 8.5: The experimental parameters of thefour-level multilevel inverter.

the auxiliary power supply of Chapter 6 provides regulated de power supplies to the con-

troller and the inverter's gate drive circuitry. The picture of the experimental prototype is

shown in Figure 8.14.

100k 100k 100k

100k 100k 100k

Figure 8.13: Afour-level multilevel inverter with a bootstrap power supply.
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Figure 8.14: A picture of the experimental prototype of a four-level FCMLI.

8.5.2 Experimental results - Power Stage

The results obtained with the experimental prototype of Section 8.5.1 are shown in Fig-
ure 8.15. These results verifies the feasibility of the developed self-starting auxiliary
power supply on a flying capacitor multilevel inverter. The results are for a DC bus of
720 V. Because the auxiliary power supply was connected to the inverter with the aid of
connection wires, the system was susceptible to electro-magnetic interference. The setup
showed very good results. The slight distortion in the output current can be attributed to
the 1 J.Ls dead time implemented in the controller. The output RMS voltage was measured
to be 210 V. Taking into account the ±10 V drop across the three switching devices, the
expected RMS output voltage was 220 V.

To be able to show that the inverter's output voltage complies with its specifications, it
was decided to replace the auxiliary power supply with Topward power supplies. This
was done to avoid the EM! problems experienced when the auxiliary power supply is
used to power the inverter. To solve these EM! problems the auxiliary power supply has
to be integrated on the same PCB board with the main inverter and controller.
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Figure 8.15: Afour-level FCMLlfiltered output waveforms with the auxiliary power
supply.
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Figure 8.16: Afour-level FCMLlfiltered output waveforms with isolated power
supplies.
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Figure 8.17: A graphical comparison between the harmonic spectrum of the output
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Figure 8.18: The output voltage waveforms for a non-linear load.

The output results obtained using Topward power supplies are shown in Figure 8.16.
These results are for a purely resistive load and are for a DC bus voltage of 810 V. The
input voltage was not increased beyond 810 V, since the feed-forward voltage regulation
technique was not fully operational at the time these tests were conducted. The RMS
voltage and RMS current were measured to be 230 V and 15 A respectively. The results
show that the inverter complies with its specifications.
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Figure 8.19: A graphical comparison between the harmonic spectrum of the output
voltage of a non-linear load and that of the NRS 048 specifications.

The output voltage of Figure 8_16was used to plot the harmonic spectrum using Matlab.
The plotted harmonic spectrum is compared with the NRS 048 harmonics specifications
in Figure 8_17. Figure 8_17clearly shows that the harmonics of the output voltage are
well within the NRS 048 harmonics specifications. The total harmonic distortion was
also calculated using a Matlab program, and was found to be 0.8723 %.

The behaviour of the inverter's output waveforms was investigated under a non-linear
load. The same experimental setup as that of a purely resistive load was used in this re-
gard, except for the load which comprised of a diode rectifier in parallel with a 1100 /-IF

capacitor and a 174 n resistor. Figure 8.18 shows the output voltage and the output cur-
rent of the inverter for a non-linear load. The harmonic spectrum of the output voltage
was plotted with Matlab. Figure 8.19 shows a comparison between the harmonic spec-
trum for a non-linear load with that of the NRS 048 specifications. The total harmonic
distortion was calculated to be 2.1302 %.

The efficiency of the converter was measured as a function of the load current. Efficiency
of a system is defined as the ratio of the average output power to the average input power.
The average input power was computed with Matlab, using the measured values of the
input current and input voltage for various de input voltages. The same method was
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Figure 8.20: A graph of the inverter's efficiency versus load current.

used to compute the average output power. Figure 8.20 shows a comparison between

the measured efficiency and the theoretically expected efficiency as a function of the

load current. The theoretically expected efficiency was calculated using the power loss

equations in Chapter 4. The efficiency of the inverter at full load was measured and it is

equal to 95.7 %.

8.6 SUMMARY

Experimental tests conducted on the auxiliary power supply were successful. The ex-

perimental results obtained showed that the auxiliary power supply complied with its

specifications. The feasibility of the developed bootstrap power supply on multilevel in-

verters was experimentally verified on an eight-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter.

The functionality of the feed-forward output voltage regulation technique was demon-

strated at voltages below the rated output voltage since EM! became a problem at higher

voltages. The overcurrent protection circuit was tested separately from the inverter and

showed potential of protecting the inverter against an overcurrent. The experimental

results obtained from the experimental prototype of the four-level flying capacitor mul-

tilevel inverter showed that this inverter complies with its specifications. The efficiency

and the total harmonic distortion of this inverter at full load was found to be 95.7 % and

0.8723 % respectively.
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9.1 AUXILIARY POWER SUPPLY

In DC to AC power conversion, the inverter uses inverter circuits to convert the DC volt-
age to AC voltage. These inverter circuits require de power supplies. Since the proposed
method of solving the non-technical power loss problem envisages the removal of the
domestically rated 230 V, 50 Hz reticulation networks from the affected areas, a switch
mode power supply (SMPS) that will provide regulated de power supplies to the inverter
circuits is needed. The SMPS had to be self-starting, because it also needs regulated de
power supplies to function. The design and development of a self-starting SMPS was
introduced and discussed. The auxiliary power supply was successfully tested on a flying
capacitor multilevel inverter.

9.2 THE CONTROLLER

An FPGA based digital PWM control method was developed for the control ofthe multi-
level inverter. The digital method was chosen because of the simplicity of implementing
interleaved switching, which is desirable for a flying capacitor multilevel inverter. This
controller incorporates a feed-forward output voltage regulation technique for keeping
the output voltage within a specified range. The capability of implementing complicated
control algorithms in a digital controller will make the ultimate aim of integrating the
flying capacitor multilevel inverter with a prepaid metering system possible. Experi-
mental tests of this controller were conducted on a flying capacitor multilevel inverter
and yielded good results. Experimental and simulation results of the incorporated feed-
forward voltage regulation technique were presented.

9.3 MULTILEVEL INVERTER

DC reticulation was proposed as a solution to the non-technical power loss problem ex-
perienced by the utility. The main objective of this work was to design and develop a
cost-effective, acoustical noise-free and small sized inverter for DC reticulation. The
need for a cost-effective, noise-free and small sized inverter was introduced in Chapter 1.
Due to the great deal of interest given to multilevel inverters in recent years, the possible
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use of these inverters for a low cost, acoustical noise-free design was investigated.

Chapter 2 presented a comprehensive study on the two main multilevel topologies, for
instance the flying capacitor multilevel inverter (FCMLI) and the diode clamp multilevel
inverter (DCMLI), suitable for DC reticulation. The FCMLI emerged more suitable for
DC reticulation than the DCMLI. Itwas found from the study that due to the extra switch-
ing components in multilevel inverter topologies, the feasibility of using these inverters
for DC reticulation rested on the success of developing a low cost gate drive circuit for
the switching components. A low cost gate drive circuit based on the bootstrap power
supply principle was developed for multilevel inverters.

The structure of the multilevel topologies allows the designer to use low voltage rated
and fast switching devices, making it possible to switch at frequencies well above audible
noise with minimal switching power losses. The high switching frequency results in a
small filter inductor and small flying capacitors. The design and development of a flying
capacitor multilevel inverter was presented and the following conclusions were drawn:

• A low cost gate drive circuit, small values of the flying capacitors and small filter
inductor contributed significantly in lowering the overall cost of the inverter. The
overall system cost was kept under one thousand South African Rands (ZAR).

• A switching frequency of 50 kHz resulted in an acoustical noise- free inverter, since
the maximum frequency human beings can hear is approximately 23 kHz.

• A small output filter and small heat sink reduced the size of the inverter signifi-
cantlyas compared to the constructed standard IGBT half-bridge inverter.

Laboratory tests on the developed four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter were
conducted and the experimental results showed that the inverter satisfied its specifica-
tions. The harmonic spectrum of the output voltage was measured and compared with
that of the NRS 048 specifications. The total harmonic distortion was calculated to be
0.8723 %. This validates the fact that multilevel inverters have the ability to synthesize
voltage waveforms with a better harmonic spectrum.
The developed four-level flying capacitor multilevel inverter provides a low cost, acousti-
cal noise-free and effective solution for the non-technical power loss (theft of electricity)
problem.
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9.4 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• A low cost bootstrap power supply for multilevel inverters was developed. This
bootstrap power supply is derived from the conventional bootstrap technique for
standard half-bridge inverters.

• A self-starting switch mode power supply that uses a bootstrap technique to get
start-up power from the DC bus was designed and developed. To cater for fast-
switching applications the self-starting power supply was based on the input-series-
output-parallel inverter topology.

• A comparison of different inverters for the proposed DC reticulation application
was presented.

9.5 FUTURE WORK

Future work should focus on the following:

• System integration and size optimization. These include placing the auxiliary
power supply, the FPGA part of the controller, the analog-to-digital part of the
controller, the current sensing circuit and the power stage of the inverter on one
printed circuit board (PCB).

• Overcurrent protection tests.

• Output voltage regulation tests at rated output voltage.

• Redesigning the controller to incorporate a prepaid metering system.

• Field tests.
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Figure A.I: A Simplorer simulation model of thefour-level FCMLI without a
precharging circuit.
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APPENDIX B

PROGRAMS

B.1 MATLAB

• A Matlab program for calculating the average current of the inverter. ipeak=22.5A;
fcont=50;

Tcont= lIfcont;

Ttril =21e-6;

wcont=(2 *pi)/Tcont;

ts=O;

int(l)=O;

t=[O:O.OOOOOO1:Tcont];

for k=2: 1:length(t)

Vcont(k)=sin(wcont*t(k));

i(k)=(22.5)*sin(wcont*t(k));

if tsj=Ttri l/ë

Vtri 1(k)=( 4/Ttri 1)*ts;

elseif'(tsg'Ttri l/a) and (tsj=3*Ttri1l4)

Vtril (k)= 1-(4/Ttri 1)*(ts- Ttril/4);
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else

Vtri 1(k)=-I +(4/Ttril )*(ts-3*Ttri 1/4);

end

if tsi,=Ttri 1
ts=O;

else

ts=ts+O. 0000001 ;

end

sltk) is the PWM voltage

d ltk) is the current flowing in a mosfet

when the PWM voltage is high the mosfet is on and vice versa

if (V cont(k)i, =Vtri 1(k»

sI(k)=I;

dI(k)=I;

elseif (Vconukjj=Vtri lfk)

sI(k)=O;

dI(k)=O;

end

int(k)=int(k-I )+(i(k»(i(k»*O.OOOOOO 1*dI (k);

12(k)=(1/Tcont)*int(k);

end

ave(I2)=sum(I2)/20000 1

ave(I 1)=sqrt( ave(I2»

plot(t,V cont,t, Vtri 1,t,s 1);

figure;

• A Matlab program for calculating the charging times of the bootstrap capacitors of

the self-starting circuit. Vs 1=750;

Vs2=500;

R=300000;

C=0.0000025;

G = (1/(2 * R * C))2 - (l/(R * C));
t = [0 : 0.001 : 10J;
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for k=l: 1:length(t)

Vl(k) = Vsl * (1- exp(t(k) * G));

ifVl(k) > 500

Vl(k) = 500;

end

V2(k) = Vsl * (1- exp(t(k) * G));

ifV2(k) > 250

V2(k) = 250;

end

end

plot(t,Vl,t,V2);

figure;
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B.2 VHDL
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signal state_count
signal next_counl
signal stat8_countl
signal next_count1
signalstate_count2
signal next_count2
signal stale_counl3
signal nexr.ccunta

unslgned(7 downto 0);
unsigned(7 downto 0);
unsigned(7 downto O};
unsigned(7 downto 0);
unsigned(7 downto 0);
unslgned(7 downto 0);
unsigned(7 downlo O};
unsigned(7 downto Ol;

library ieee;
use ieee.sld_logic_1164.alt;
use ieee.std_logic_srilh.all;

library Ipm:
use Ipm.lpm_components.all:

entity feed is
generic(n : natural :::8);
port
(
elk in Sid_logic;··20 MHz (FPGA clock)
nReset in sid_logic:
ad on in sid_logic: -- input from AID
direction out out Sid_logic;
LEO out sid_logic;
flag_oul out sId_logic:
p_PW M out sId_logic:
p_new3 out sid_logic:
p_nPWM out std_Iogic;
p_nnew3 out sid_logic;
q_PW M out sid_logic;
q_new3 out sid_logic;
q_nPW M out sid_logic;
q_nnew3 out std_loglc;
r_PWM out std_logic;
r_new3 out sid_logic;
r_nPWM out std_loglc;
r_nnew3 out std_logic;
falling_edge out sid_logic;
dt_snd_value out std_logic;
man out sid_logic;
koo out sid_logic;
down_clock_a : out std_logic; -- AID clock (1MHz)
cs : out std_logic

);
end entity feed:

architecture rtl of feed is

signal vcc, gnd : std_logic;

type TYPE_RAMP is (RAMP_UP, RAMP_DOWN);
type TYPE_RAMP1 is (RAMP_DOWN, RAMP_UP);
signal state_ramp : TYPE_RAMP;
signal next_ramp : TYPE_RAMP:
signal state_ramp1 : TYPE_RAMP1
signal next_ramp1 : TYPE_RAMP1
signal state_ramp2 : TYPE_RAMP1
signal next_ramp2 : TYPE_RAMP1
signal state_ramp3 : TYPE_RAMP;
signal next_ramp3 : TYPE_RAMP;

signal PWM
signal PWMI
signal PWM2
signal reI
signal v_rel
signal reUdx
signal v_ref_idx
signal PO,Pl
signal p_new31
signal p_new_3
signal eurrenl_ enl
signal next_ enl
signal lalting
signal lalting_n
signallalting_nl
signal P
signal dl_end
signal nPO,nPl
signal p_nnew_3
signal eurrenl_enll
signal next_enll
signallallingl
signal nP
signal dl_endl

signal qO,ql
signal q_new_3
signal eurrenl_ent2
signal next_ent2
signal lalling2
signal q_a
signal dl_ end2
signal nqO,nql
signal q_nnew_3
signal currenl_ enl3
signal next_enl3
signal lalting3
signal nq
signal dl_end3

signal rO,rl
signal r_new_3
signal eurrenl_enl4
signal next_enl4
signal lalting4
signal r
signal dl_end4

signal nrO,nrl
signal r_nnew_3
signal eurrenl_enl5
signal next_ent5

; sid_logic;
; sid_logic;
; sid_logic;
; unsigned(7 downlo 0);
; sld_logie_ veelor(7 downlo 0);
; unsigned(11 downlo 0);
; sld_logie_ veelor(11 downlo 0);

sid_logic;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
sld_logie;
sld_logie;
sld_logie;
sld_logie;
sid_logic;

; sid_logic;
; sid_logic;

inleger range 0 lo 20;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
sld_logie;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;

sid_logic;
sid_logic;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
inleger range 0 lo 20;

sid_logic;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;

sid_logic;
sid_logic;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
sid_logic;
sid_logic;
sld_logie;

sid_logic;
sid_logic;

: inleger range 0 lo 20;
inleger range 0 lo 20;
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process(elk,nReset)
begin
if nReset='O' then

state_count <="01101001"; -105+
state_ count3<="00000001";
output_elk<=O;

elsif elk'event and elk='1' then
state_count <= next_count;
state_count3 <= next_count3;
if output_elk < 19 then
output_ elk<=output_elk+ 1;
elsif output_elk =19 then
output_elk<=O;
end if;

end if;
end process;

signal falling5
signal nr
signal dt_ end5

std_logie;
: std_logie;
: std_logie;

signal me
signal mon_ d
signal dee

std_logie;
std_logie;
std_logie;

signal table : unsigned(11 downto 0);

signal output_ elk
signal sealed_down
signal elock_scaled_down
signal cs_count
signal cs_new
signal adon_out
signal prev_adon_out
signal prev_adon_out1
signal prev_adon_out2
signal prev_adon_out3
signal signal_down_elock_ad
signal adon_out_old
signal adon_out_new
signal flag
signal direction
signal adon_ out_ old_ 1
signal table_ent

integer range 0 to 20;
std_logie;
std_logie;
integer range 0 to 540;

: std_logie;
: unsigned(7 downto 0);

: unsigned(7 downto 0);
: unsigned(7 downto 0);
: unsigned(7 downto 0);
: unsigned(7 downto 0);
: std_logie;
: unsigned(7 downto 0);
: unsigned(7 downto 0);
: std_logie;
: std_logie;
: unsigned(7 downto 0);
: integer range 0 to 20000;

begin

gnd <= '0';
vee <= '1';

--generating 3 triangular waveform with phase shift of 360/3 (210+210/3=140)

--first triangular waveform (105 v-offset and no phase shift)
process(elk)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
state_ramp <= next_ramp;

end if;
end process;

process(state_ramp,state_count)
begin

if state_count=209 then
next_ramp <= RAMP_DOWN;

elsif state_count=1 then
next_ramp <= RAMP_UP;

else
next_ramp <= state_ramp;

end if;
end process;

process(state_ramp,state_count)
begin

case state_ramp is
when RAMP_UP =>

next_count <= state_count + 1;
if state_count = 105 then

dee<='1';
else

dee<='O';
end if;

when RAMP _DOWN=>
next_count <= state_count - 1;

end ease;
end process;

--comparator (comparing the first triangular waveform with the reference)
process(elk)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
if state_count < ref(refleft downto refieft-state_count'left) then

PWM <='1';
else

PWM <='0';
end if;

end if;
end process;
P <= PWM;
nP <= not PWM;
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process(clk)
begin

if clk'event and elk='1' then
if state_count1 < ref(ref'left down to rerleft-state_count11eft) then
PWMI <= '1';

else
PWMI <= '0';

end if;
end if;

end process;
q_a <= PWM1;
nq <=notPWM1;
.._----------------_.

-- second triangular waveform (105 offset and a phase-shift of 120 deg)
process(clk)
begin

if clk'event and elk='1' then
state_ramp1 <= next_ramp1:

end if;
end process;

process(state_ramp1.state_count1 )
begin

if state_count1 =209 then
next_rampl <= RAMP_DOWN;

elsif state_count1 =1 then
next_ramp1 <= RAMP _UP;

else
next_ramp1 <= state_ramp1;

end if;
end process;

process(state_ramp1 ,state_count1)
begin

case state_ramp1 is
when RAMP_UP =>

next_count1 <:::: state_count1 + 1:
when RAMP_DOWN =>

next_count1 <= state_count1 - 1;
end case;

end process;

process(clk,dee)
begin

if clk'event and clk='l' then
if dee ='1' then
state_countl <="00100010";--34
else
state_count1 <= next_countl;
end if;

end if;
end process;

-comparatorïcomnarmq the second triangular waveform with a the reference)

-- third triangular waveform (105 offset and a phase-shift of 240 deg)
process(clk)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
state_ramp2 <= next_ramp2;

end if;
end process;

process(state_ramp2,state_count2)
begin

i! state_count2=209then
next_ramp2 <= RAMP_DOWN;

elsi! state_count2=1 then
next_ramp2 <= RAMP_UP;

else
next_ramp2 <= state_ramp2;

end if;
end process;

process(state_ramp2,state_eount2)
begin

ease state_ramp2 is
when RAMP _UP =>

next_count2 <= state_count2 + 1;
when RAMP_DOWN =>

next_count2 <= state_count2 - 1;
end case;

end process;

process(clk)
begin

if clk'event and clk='1' then
if dee ='1' then
state_count2 <="10101110";--174-

else
state_count2 <= next_count2;

end it,
end if;

end process;

-comparator (comparing the third triangular waveform with the reference)
process(clk)
begin

if elk'event and clk='1' then
if state_count2 < ref(refleft downto refleft-state_count2'left) then

PWM2 <='1';
else

PWM2 <='0';
end if;

endi!;
end process;
r <= PWM2;
nr <= not PWM2;
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process(elk,falling,next_ent)
begin

~ elk'event and clk='l' then
~ falling = '1' then
dt_end <='1';

els~ next_cnt=2 then
dt_end <='0';

end if;
end if;

end process;
dt_end_value <= dt_end;
p_new_3 <= Pl xor dt_end;
p_PWM <= Pl;

--delay time of the top switch of the first cell
process(elk,P)
begin

~ elk'event and elk='l' then
PO <= P;
Pl <= PO;

end if;
end process;

process(PO,Pl)
begin
~ PO ='1' and Pl='O' then
falling<='l';

else
falling<='O';

end if;
end process;
falling_edge <= falling;

process(falling,eurrent_ent)
begin

~ falling ='1' then
next_ent <=20;

else
next_cnt <=current_cnt -1;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,next_cnt)
begin

~ elk'event and elk='l' then
current_cnt <= next_cnt;

end if;
end process;

proeess(elk,p_new_3)
begin
if elk'event and elk='l' then
p_new3 <= p_new_3;

end if;
end process;

--delay time of the bottom switch of the first cell
proeess(elk,nP)
begin

if clk'event and elk='l' then
nPO <= nP;
nPl <= nPO;

end if;
end process;

process(nPO,nPl )
begin

if nPO ='1' and nPl ='0' then
fallingl<='l';

else
fallingl<='O';

end if;
end process;

process(fallingl,eurrent_ cntl)
begin

if fallingl ='1' then
next_cntl <=20;

else
next_cnt1 <=current_cnt1 ~ 1;

end if;
end process;

proeess(elk,next_ ent 1)
begin

if elk'event and clk='l' then
current_cnt1 <= next_cnt1;

end if;
end process;

proeess(elk,fallingl,eurrent_entl )
begin

if elk'event and elk='l' then
if fallingl = '1' then
dt_endl <='1';

alsif current_cnt1=2 then
dt_endl <='0';

end if;
end if;

end process;
p_nnew_3
p_nPWM

<= nPl xor dt_endl;
<= nPl;
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<= q1 xor dt_end2;
<= q1;

process(elk,p_nnew_3)
begin
if elk'event and elk='1' then
p_nnew3 <= p_nnew_3;

end if;
end process;

--delay time of the top switch of the second cell
process(elk,q_a)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
qO <= q.a:
q1 <= qO;

end if;
end process;

process(qO,q1 )
begin

if qO ='1' and q1 ='0' lIlen
falling2<='1 ';

else
falling2<='0';

end if;
end process;

process(falling2,eurrent_enl2)
begin

if falling2 ='1' then
next_cnt2 <=20;

else
next_cnt2 <=current_cnt2 -1;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,nex1_ent2)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' lIlen
current_cnt2 <= next_cot2;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,falling2,current_ent2)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' lIlen
if falling2 = '1' then
dt_end2 <='1';

elsif current_cot2=2 then
dt_end2 <='0';

end if;
end if;

end process;
q_new_3
q_PWM

process(elk,q_new_3)
begin
if elk'event and elk='1' then
q_new3 <= q_new_3;

end if;
end process;

--delay time of the bottom switch of the second cell
process(elk,nq)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
nqO <= nq;
nq1 <= nqO;

end if;
end process;

process(nqO,nq1)
begin
if nqO ='1' and nq1 ='0' then
falling3<='1 ';

else
falling3<='0';

end if;
end process;

process(falling3,current_ent3)
begin

if falling3 ='1' then
nex1_ent3 <=20;

else
next_cnt3 <;current_cnt3 . 1:

end if;
end process;

process(elk,nex1_cnt3)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
current_cnt3 <:::: next_cnt3;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,falling3,eurrent_ent3)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
iffalling3 = '1' then
dt_end3 <='1';

elsif current_cnt3=2 lIlen
dt_end3 <='0';

end if;
end if;

end process;
q_nnew_3
q_nPWM

<= nq1 xor dt_end3;
<= nq1;
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proeess(elk,falling4,eurrent_cnt4)
begin

if elk'event and elk='I' then
iffalling4 = '1' then
dt_end4 <='1';

elsif current_cnt4=2 then
dt_ end4 <='0';

end if;
end if;

end process;
r_new_3 <= r1 xor dt_end4;
r_PWM <=rl;

process(elk,q_nnew_3)
begin
if elk'event and elk='I' then
q_nnew3 <::: q_nnew_3;

end if;
end process;

--delay time of the top switch of the third cell
process(elk,r)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
rO <= r;
r1 <= rO;

end if;
end process;

proeess(rO,r1 )
begin

if rO ='1' and rl ='0' then
falling4<='I';

else
falling4<='0';

end if;
end process;

proeess(falling4,eurrent_ent4)
begin

if falling4 ='1' then
next_cnt4 <=20;

else
next_cnt4 <=current_cnt4 - 1;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,next_ent4)
begin

if elk'event and elk='I' then
current_cnt4 <= next_cnt4;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,r _new_3)
begin
if elk'event and elk='I' then

r_new3 <= r_new_3;
end if;

end process;

--delay time of the bottom switch of the third cell
process(elk,nr)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
mO <= nr;
nr1 <= nrO;

end if;
end process;

process(nrO,nrl )
begin
if nrO ='1' and n-t ='0' then
falling5<='1 ';

else
falling5<='0';

end if;
end process;

process(falling5,eurrent_ent5)
begin

if falling5 ='1' then
next_ ent5 <=20;

else
next_cntS <=current_cnt5 - 1;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,next_ent5)
begin

if elk'event and elk='I' then
current_cntS <= next_cntS;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,falling5,eurrent_ent5)
begin

if elk'event and elk='I' then
iffalling5 = '1' then
dt_end5 <='1';

elsif current_cot5=2 then
dt_end5 <='0';

end if;
end if;

end process;
r_nnew_3
r_nPWM

<= nr1 xor dt_end5;
<= nr1;
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--address counter (using the triangular wavefonn state_count3 to divide the 20ms)
proeess(elk,state_count3,nReset)
begin

if state_eount3=0 then
me <='1';

else
me <='0';

end if;
end process;
mon_d <=me

process(elk,r_nnew_3)
begin
if elk'event and elk='1' then
,_nnew3 <= r_nnew_3;

end if;
end process;

process(elk,nReset)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
state_ramp3 <= next_ramp3;

end if;
end process:

process(state_ramp3,state_eount3)
begin

if state_eount3=209 then
next_ramp3 <= RAMP _DOWN;

elsifstate_eount3=1 then
next_ramp3 <= RAMP _UP;

else
next_ramp3 <= state_ramp3;

end if;

end process;

proeess(state_ramp3,state_count3)
begin

case state_ramp3 is
when RAMP _UP =>

next_eount3 <= state_count3 + 1;
when RAMP _DOWN =>

next_eount3 <= state_count3 - 1;
end case;

end process;
koo <= dee;

proeess(elk,nReset)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
man <= mon_d;

end if;
end process;

proeess(elk)
begin

if clk'event and clk='1' then
if me ='1' then

if ref_idx < 951 then
reCidx <= reCidx + 1;

else
ref_idx <= (others => '0');

end if;
end if;

end if;
end process;

- AID clock (1 MHz)
-dividing the 20MHz clock to a 1MHz clock
proeess(elk,output_elk)
begin

if elk'event and elk='1' then
if output_elk = 19 then
scaled_down <='0';
elsif output_elk =9 then

scaled_down <='1';
end if;

end if;
end process;
clock_scaled_down <= scaled_down:

proeess(elk)
begin

if elk'event and clk='t' then
signal_down_clock_ad <= cloek_sealed_down;
end if;

end process;
down_clock_ad <= signal_down_clock_ad;

-- counter for es of the AID
proeess(elk)
begin

if nReset='O' then
cs_count<=O;

elsif elk'event and clke'f' then
if cs_count<539 then
cs_count<=cs_count+1 ;
elsif es_eount=539 then
cs_count<=O;
end if;

end if;
end process;
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end if;
end process;

process(clk)
begin

if clk'evenl and clk='I' then
if cs_count=160 then

cs_new<='1 ';
elsif cs_count=510 then
cs_new<='O';

end if;
end if;

end process;
es <=cs_new;

-- a shift register for the input data from the AID
process(signal_down_clock_ad)

variable reg : unsigned(n-l downlo 0);
begin

if signal_down_clock_ad'event and signal_down_clock_ad='O' then
if (cs_count = 0) then

reg :="0000000" & adon;
elsif (cs_count < 160 ) then

reg := reg(n-2 downto 0) & adon;
end if;
adon_out <= reg;

end if;
end process;
adon_out_new <= adon_out;

--updating the output of shift regisler to a new value when es goes high
process(signal_down_clock_ad,cs_count)
begin

if cs_count=161 then
flag <= '1';

else
flag <= '0';

end if;
end process;
flag_out <= flag;

process(signal_down_clock_ad)
begin

if rising_edge(flag) then
adon_out_old <= adon_out_new;

--monitoring the input from the AID and selecting a new reference waveform.
--This is done by using an offset signal Table
process(signal_down_clock_ad,adon_out_old)
begin

if signal_down_clock_ad'event and signal_down_clock_ad='I' then
if table_cnt =19992 then

if adon_out_old >= 0 and adon_out_old < 63 then
table <= "000000000000";
LED <='0';

elsif adon_out_old >= 63 and adon_oul_oId < 127 then
table <= "001110111000";
LED <='1';

elsif adon_out_old >= 127 and adon_out_old < 191 then
table <= "011101110000";
LED <='0';

elsif adon_out_old >= 191 and adon_out_old <= 255 then
table <= "101100101000";
LED <='0';

end if;
end if;

end if;
end process;

process(signal_down_clock_ad)
begin

if rising_edge(flag) then
prev_adon_out <= adon_oul_old;

end if;
end process;

process(signal_down_clock_ad)
begin

if rising_edge(flag) then
prev_adon_outl <= prev_adon_out;

end if;
end process;

process(signal_down_clock_ad)
begin

if rising_edge(flag) then
prev_adon_out2 <= prev_adon_outl;

end if;
end process;

process(signal_down_clock_ad)
begin

if signal_down_clock_ad'event and signal_down_clock_ad='I' then
prev_adon_out3 <= prev_adon_out2;

end if;
end process;
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end if;
end process;

process(signal_down_clock_ad)
begin

if signal_down_clock_ad'event and signal_down_clock_ad='1' then
if adon_out_old > prev_adon_out then

direction <= '1';
elsif adon_out_old < prev_adon_out then

direction <= '0';
end if;

end if;
end process;
direction_out <= direction;

-adon_out_old increasing => direction = '1'
-adon_out_old decreasing => direction = '0'

-changing to a new reference waveform after a 50Hz signal (20ms)
process(signal_down_clock_ad)
begin

if nReset='O' then
table_cnt <=0;

elsif signal_down_clock_ad'event and signal_down_clock_ad='1' then
if table_cnt < 19992 then
table_cnt<=table_cnt + 1;
elsif table_cnt=19992 then
table_cnt<=O;
end if;

-1jenerating a control sine wave
rom_OO:
Ipm_rom
generic map
(
LPM_WIOTH => 8,
LPM_WIOTHAO => 12,
LPM_NUMWOROS => 3808,
LPM_AOORESS_CONTROL => "REGISTEREO",
LPM_OUTDATA => "REGISTEREO",
LPM_FILE => "four_sinelow.mif',
LPM_TYPE => "LPM_ROM",
LPM_HINT => "UNUSEO"

)
port map
(
address => v_ref_idx,
inclock => clk,
outclock => clk,
memenab => vee,
q => v_ref
);

v_ref_idx <= ref_idx+table;
ref <= unsigned(v_ref);

end architecture;
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CHAPTER C - SCHEMATICS
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Figure C.2: A PCAD schematic of the controller.
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Figure C.3: A PCAD schematic of the power stage with bootstrap power supplies.
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